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ABSTRACT

The performance of a platform is evaluated based on its ability to deal with
the processing of multiple applications of different nature. In this context,
the platform under evaluation can be of homogeneous, heterogeneous or of
hybrid architecture. The selection of an architecture type is generally based
on the set of different target applications and performance parameters, where
the applications can be of serial or parallel nature. The evaluation is nor-
mally based on different performance metrics, e.g., resource/area utilization,
execution time, power and energy consumption. This process can also in-
clude high-level performance metrics, e.g., Operations Per Second (OPS),
OPS/Watt, OPS/Hz, Watt/Area etc. An example of architecture selection
can be related to a wireless communication system where the processing of
computationally-intensive signal-processing algorithms has strict execution-
time constraints and in this case, a platform with special-purpose accelerators
is relatively more suitable than a typical homogeneous platform.

A couple of decades ago, it was expensive to plant many special-purpose ac-
celerators on a chip as the cost per unit area was relatively higher than today.
The utilization wall is also becoming a limiting factor in homogeneous mul-
ticore scaling which means that all the cores on a platform cannot be operated
at their maximum frequency due to a possible thermal meltdown. In this case,
some of the processing cores have to be turned-off or to be operated at very
low frequencies making most of the part of the chip to stay underutilized. A
possible solution lies in the use of heterogeneous multicore platforms where
many application-specific cores operate at lower frequencies, therefore redu-
cing power dissipation density and increasing other performance parameters.
However, to achieve maximum flexibility in processing, a general-purpose
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flavor can also be introduced by adding a few Reduced Instruction-Set Com-
puting (RISC) cores. A power class of heterogeneous multicore platforms is
an accelerator-rich platform where many application-specific accelerators are
loosely connected with each other for work load distribution or to execute the
tasks independently.

This research work spans from the design and development of three differ-
ent types of template-based Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable Arrays (CGRAs),
i.e., CREMA, AVATAR and SCREMA to a Heterogeneous Accelerator-Rich
Platform (HARP). The accelerators generated from the three CGRAs could
perform different lengths and types of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), real
and complex Matrix-Vector Multiplication (MVM) algorithms. CREMA and
AVATAR were fixed CGRAs with eight and sixteen number of Processing Ele-
ment (PE) columns, respectively. SCREMA could flex between four, eight,
sixteen and thirty two number of PE columns. Many case studies were con-
ducted to evaluate the performance of the reconfigurable accelerators gen-
erated from these CGRA templates. All of these CGRAs work in a pro-
cessor/coprocessor model tightly integrated with a Direct Memory Access
(DMA) device. Apart from these platforms, a reconfigurable Application-
Specific Instruction-set Processor (rASIP) is also designed, tested for FFT
execution under IEEE-802.11n timing constraints and evaluated against a pro-
cessor/coprocessor model. It was designed by integrating AVATAR generated
radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerator into the datapath of a RISC processor. The in-
struction set of the RISC processor was extended to perform additional oper-
ations related to AVATAR.

As mentioned earlier, the underutilized part of the chip, now-a-days called
Dark Silicon is posing many challenges for the designers. Apart from soft-
ware optimizations, clock gating, dynamic voltage/frequency scaling and other
high-level techniques, one way of dealing with this problem is to use many
application-specific cores. In an effort to maximize the number of reconfig-
urable processing resources on a platform, the accelerator-rich architecture
HARP was designed and evaluated in terms of different performance metrics.
HARP is constructed on a Network-on-Chip (NoC) of 3×3 nodes where with
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every node, a CGRA of application-specific size is integrated other than the
central node which is attached to a RISC processor. The RISC establishes
synchronization between the nodes for data transfer and also performs the su-
pervisory control. While using the NoC as the backbone of communication
between the cores, it becomes possible for all the cores to address each other
and also perform execution simultaneously and independently of each other.

The performance of accelerators generated from CREMA, AVATAR and
SCREMA templates were evaluated individually and also when attached to
HARP’s NoC nodes. The individual CGRAs show promising results in their
own capacity but when integrated all together in the framework of HARP, in-
teresting comparisons were established in terms of overall execution times,
resource utilization, operating frequencies, power and energy consumption.
In evaluating HARP, estimates and measurements were also made in some
advanced performance metrics, e.g., in MOPS/mW and MOPS/MHz. The
overall research work promotes the idea of heterogeneous accelerator-rich
platform as a solution to current problems and future needs of industry and
academia.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The human society is influenced by and relies on computers than ever be-
fore for an organized living. Its use ranges from everyday life to discovering
sub-atomic particles, fields and events that led to the creation of our universe.
One side of the picture is the telecommunication industry promoting their
smart-phones and competing on basis of operating system, processing power
and store of applications. Smart-phones fall into the category of Embedded
Systems that are roughly defined as systems with specialized hardware and
software. Since embedded systems offer a deterministic execution time for
every task, there is an increasing demand to maximize the number of such
tasks that can be supported on an embedded device. In single core architec-
tures, there was a trend for many years to increase the system performance by
scaling voltage and frequency of the system. This trend led to a constraint i.e.,
maximum limit of power density per unit area of a chip on an available techno-
logy. In the past few years, the vendors have come up with multicore systems
to avoid power-density/area constraint. Currently, there is an apparent prob-
lem with multicore scaling in terms of Dark Silicon. In a recent study, it is
shown that on a single chip, all cores cannot be clocked at their maximum pos-
sible operating frequency due to a possible meltdown threat posed by thermal
power dissipation [1]. As a result, most of the chip has to be powered-off or
forced to operate at very low frequency. The dark silicon area can be replaced
by planting many application-specific accelerators that can operate at very
low frequencies and reduce the execution time of a kernel significantly. As
motivated, this work focuses on the design of template-based Coarse-Grain
Reconfigurable Arrays (CGRA) to generate special-purpose accelerators for
use in single core and multicore platforms. The CGRAs consume relatively
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lower power as they are designed to be efficient to process signal processing
related algorithms.

1.1 Objective and Scope of Research

The utilization-wall issue raises many questions about the limitations in a plat-
form for maximum performance. The theoretical understanding of utilization-
wall provides generalization of a specific group of architectures that will help
to reduce its effects. Examples of such architectures can be realized by im-
plementing many application-specific accelerators on a chip, use of multiple
template-based CGRAs, maximizing the number of computational resources
and intercore communication using a Network-on-Chip. In this context, sub-
stantial research work has been conducted to design scalable CGRAs and
design of a heterogeneous accelerator-rich platform in order to maximize the
number of processing resources in a platform. These platforms are thoroughly
evaluated against several performance metrics. The next chapters contain de-
tailed description about their design, development and evaluation. The re-
search work also focuses on some relatively general issues, e.g., the effects of
loosely and tightly coupling accelerator(s) to a processor. In this regard, accel-
erators were designed from the same template-based CGRAs (using a process
that will be discussed in Chapter 3) and then used as coprocessors. The over-
all development process passes through an evolution from a relatively smaller
CGRA towards large scale CGRAs. It then moved to designing many hetero-
geneous CGRA-based accelerators that are loosely coupled with each other
and to a Reduced Instruction-Set Computing (RISC) core over a Network-on-
Chip. All of the architectures are C programmable. The scope of this thesis
is wide and extends to a comparative analysis based on the measurement and
estimation of different performance metrics and mapping of computationally-
intensive signal processing algorithms.
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1.2 Main Results

The main results from thesis can be highlighted as follows

1. Introducing application-driven scalability in CGRAs.

2. Implementation of different lengths and types of Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) algorithms considering timing constraints of IEEE-802.11x
standards.

3. Measurement and Estimation of different performance metrics, i.e., power,
energy, resource utilization, operating frequency and execution time of
cores prototyped on Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).

4. Designing a heterogeneous accelerator-rich architecture by integrating
multiple CGRAs over an NoC.

5. Constraint-driven frequency scaling in CGRAs.

1.3 Thesis Outline

The thesis consists of chapters that highlight selected contributions made in
form of scientific publications. Chapter 2 presents important literature re-
lated to the work presented in the next chapters. Chapter 3 explains the struc-
ture of CGRAs and in particular the CGRAs designed by the author and also
a case-study related to a reconfigurable Application-Specific Instruction-set
Processor (ASIP). Chapter 4 is about an accelerator-rich platform supported
by a Network-on-Chip (NoC) infrastructure. Chapter 5 presents details related
to the platforms designed and their evaluation in terms of different perform-
ance metrics. In Chapter 6, conclusions and the future work is presented.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Computationally intensive tasks are often assigned to Multi-Processor Sys-
tem on Chip (MPSoC) or accelerators working in a processor/coprocessor
model. One powerful class of accelerators is Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable
Array (CGRA) which is ideal for signal processing applications as it provides
high parallelism and throughput. General-purpose CGRAs occupy an area
of a few million gates and their presence in the system cannot be justified
unless they are heavily utilized most of the time. One of the examples of
general-purpose CGRA is BUTTER [14] which was developed at Tampere
University of Technology, Finland followed by CREMA [38] which was a
template-based CGRA. Some other examples of CGRAs are Morphosys [16],
ADRES [20] and PACT-XPP [23]. Furthermore, the CGRAs working as cop-
rocessor or in stand-alone can be integrated to form a heterogeneous multicore
platform to process many applications simultaneously and independently of
each other unless inter-core communication is required for a certain applica-
tion.

2.1 Processor/Coprocessor Models

Single core processors have been in use for decades. They started with general-
purpose approach targeting many applications. However, for some computa-
tionally intensive applications, dedicated accelerators were used, e.g., audio,
video and internet streaming. As the time passed, different kinds of processors
emerged for a different set of requirements. For large-scale parallel applica-
tions, Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) machines were developed and for
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Digital Signal Processing (DSP) applications, DSP processors were designed
with one or more Multiply and Accumulate (MAC) units. VLIW machines
are dated back to early 1980s from the work by Josh Fisher in Yale Univer-
sity [51]. To support high-end mobile communication applications, a mix of
DSP and VLIW architectures were developed which should stream multiple
applications simultaneously [52]. In the last decade, the processors are gen-
erally designed with integrated accelerators which operate either in loose or
tight coupling. Both of the cases are discussed below.

In tight coupling, the accelerators have high bandwidth for communication
with the processor. It enables faster data transfer and synchronization. A
large bandwidth interface is expensive and therefore multi and many acceler-
ator cores working all together will not be feasible unless otherwise required.
The tight integration can be achieved using a Direct Memory Access (DMA)
device engine or directly integrating the accelerator in the datapath of the pro-
cessor. For example, in [53] and [54], a reconfigurable engine is integrated
into the datapath of a processor by extending its instruction set. As another
example, a CGRA is tightly integrated with a processor using a network of
switched interconnections [55].

Loosely Coupled accelerators have a low bandwidth to communicate with
the processor but in this way multiple accelerators can be connected to the
processor. Loose Coupling can be achieved by interfacing accelerator to the
system bus or on the node of a local or remote network. In this way, multiple
accelerators can work simultaneously and also exchange data with each other.
An example of a Network-on-Chip (NoC)-based loosely coupled architecture
is P2012, which is a platform of four clusters and each cluster consists of four
cores [28].

2.2 Reconfigurable Devices

Reconfigurability is the ability of digital hardware to switch its functionality
at run-time for different applications. In simplest form, it can be established
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if a 2-to-1 multiplexer is used to produce an output with inputs from two
different combinational circuits and the select line of the multiplexer switches
as required. This approach is used to build-up many complicated devices to
perform many different tasks. For example, FPGAs are developed by a few
vendors and they have a large number of applications in different industries
and in academia. The reconfigurable devices can be roughly classified based
on their level of granularity into three different categories; Fine (< 4-bits),
Middle ( ≤ 8-bits) and Coarse-Grain (> 8-bits) [26].

2.2.1 Fine Grain Devices

An example of a Fine-Grain device is an FPGA which has been in the market
for a few decades. The smallest unit of processing in an FPGA is called a
Logic Element (LE) which contains a Look-Up Table (LUT), few logic gates,
2-to-1 multiplexers and also a few Flip-Flops (FFs). The neighboring LEs
are connected using local interconnections while LEs which are relatively far
from each other are connected using global interconnections. The two well
known FPGA vendors are Xilinx [56] and Altera [57]. Xilinx focuses on
resource utilization while Altera targets higher synthesis frequencies in their
tools [49].

GARP [6] is a fine-grain device that offers a low granularity, i.e., 2-bit and
4-input LUT. The connectivity on its fabric is limited to maintain a fixed op-
erating frequency [5]. It acts as a reconfigurable coprocessor that has ac-
cess to processor’s data memory while the processor has the control of re-
configuration and execution by the coprocessor. Another fine-grain device is
FlexEOS which is SRAM-based fabric, re-programmable using VHDL and
Verilog [7]. It was designed using standard CMOS technology for integration
into a System-on-Chip (SoC). The building block of FlexEOS is a Multi-
Function logic Cell (MFC) which has 7 inputs, 1 output and contains a 4-
input LUT and a D-type FF. MOLEN is another example of fine-grain recon-
figurable unit that acts a coprocessor to a General-Purpose Processor (GPP)
( [8], [9]). The Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA) of the GPP is extended
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to add special instructions to operate on the reconfigurable unit while some
registers are also shared between the GPP and MOLEN.

2.2.2 Middle Grain Devices

In middle-grain reconfigurable devices, the word length is less than or equal to
eight which favors seamless mapping of algorithms with the same processing
word length. However as the processing width increases, the difficulty in map-
ping the algorithm also increases due to irregular subword-length computing.
Middle-grain devices are a good compromise between area and performance.
PiCoGA-III is a mid-grain reconfigurable datapath unit composed of a matrix
of Reconfigurable Datapath Unit (RDU), where each RDU contains a 4-bit
LUT, a 4-bit ALU and a 4-bit integer and Galois field multiplier ( [10], [11]).
DART is a mixed-grain reconfigurable processing engine supporting both 8-
bit and 16-bit processing capability ( [12], [13]). The mixed-grain paradigm
is to support different word length applications while minimizing power dis-
sipation and maximizing performance.

2.2.3 Coarse Grain Devices

Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable Arrays (CGRA) are one of the most success-
ful platforms in industrial and academic research. This is mostly because
they have a high-level of granularity and therefore a number of different ap-
plications can be easily targeted on them. CGRAs have an academic track-
record of processing many data parallel applications, e.g., Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) processing while satisfying execution-time constraints of IEEE-
802.11a/g standard [3], Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA)
cell search [41], image and video processing [14], [59], Turbo Codes [61] and
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filtering [60]. CGRAs offer a large bandwidth
and high throughput processing. However, they also occupy a large area of
a few million gates and can have a potentially high transient power dissip-
ation. Some of the examples of CGRAs found in literature are BUTTER
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( [14], [15]), Morphosys ( [16], [17], [18], [19]), ADRES ( [20], [21], [22])
and PACT-XPP ( [23], [24], [25]).

ADRES

ADRES is considered as a widely experimented CGRA presented in literature
by different research groups across the world. It is a reconfigurable array of
8×8 elements where the elements consists of functional units, Register Files
(RFs) and routing resources. The routing resources include wires, buses and
networks. Specific instances from ADRES can be generated using an XML-
based architecture specification language. At the top level, ADRES tightly
integrates with a Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) processor. In ADRES,
only fixed-point operations are supported which can process multimedia and
telecommunication application’s word length. The RFs are for temporary data
storage. There are 1-bit RFs that store the predicate signal to support iterative
scheduling. The other RFs are used for intermediate data storage. ADRES is a
flexible platform performing at 40 Mega Operations Per Second (MOPS)/mW
with 90nm technology.

MorphoSys

The MorphoSys is a 8×8 array of processing units called Reconfigurable Cell
(RC). The array is partitioned into four quadrants where the RCs within a
quadrant are more densely connected than the quadrants are to each other. It
could operate on up to 16-bit of data and supports dynamic reconfiguration
where the configuration-memory can store up to 32 different configurations.
The MorphoSys CGRA was tightly integrated into the processor core and the
main memory. Special instructions were added into the processor core to carry
out MorphoSys related operations e.g., control operations, configuration and
data transfer between the array and the main memory. MorphoSys could show
a performance of 25.6 Giga Operations Per Second (GOPS) while executing
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and Inverse-DCT.
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PACT-XPP

PACT-XPP is a reconfigurable data processing engine consisting of adaptive
computing elements that communicate over a network. It has run-time partial
reconfiguration capability which means that a part of computing elements can
be reconfigured for a new functionality while the others can keep computing
data without any interruption. PACT-XPP supports different kinds parallel-
ism, for example, pipelining, instruction level, data flow, task level and there-
fore it is well suited for streaming applications. XPP is a self-reconfigurable
data processing engine that includes externally-triggered event-based recon-
figuration. In this context, the trigger depends on special signals originating
from within the array. PACT-XPP peak performance was estimated to be 57.6
GOPS at 150.0 MHz.

BUTTER

BUTTER acts as a coprocessor for COFFEE RISC core [39] and processes
many computationally-intensive kernels. It is a CGRA of Processing Ele-
ments (PEs) where each PE functions as an ALU. All the PEs could com-
municate with each other using point-to-point connections and exchange data
with each other. The configuration data is loaded from the main memory of
the system into the CGRA using a DMA device. It is also used to load the
data to be processed into the local memories of the CGRA. The DMA device
allows tight integration between the CGRA and the data memory of the sys-
tem. BUTTER was instantiated for a 8×4 matrix of PEs for the mapping of a
2D low-pass image filter, a noise reduction filter and a de-blocking filter used
in H.264 decoder. The instance required 34,277 ALUTs while achieving an
operating frequency of 300.0 MHz when the synthesis was optimized for re-
source utilization. These figures are slightly different if synthesis is optimized
for speed.
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2.2.4 Compiler for Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable Array

As a CGRA is an array of ALUs that exchange data with each other while
performing a specific arithmetic or logic operation, any compiler tasked to
map a certain algorithm will perform at least three steps; Placement, Rout-
ing and Scheduling. The profiling of the software is performed in advance to
identify the candidate loops to be mapped on the CGRA. The architecture of
the CGRA can be described, for example, in XML-based language which is
considered in conjunction with the data flow graph of the algorithm. The com-
piler can finally perform placement and routing using a modulo-scheduling
algorithm. The algorithm performs placement and routing while consider-
ing the available parallelism in terms of computing/routing resources and the
throughput constraints of the algorithm. A well known example of a CGRA
(ADRES) compiler is DRESC [66].

2.3 Multicore Platforms

Multicore platforms are composed of either homogeneous or heterogeneous
cores. The homogeneous platform cores are generally RISC processors loosely
coupled with each other while in heterogeneous platforms it is not necessarily
the case. The heterogeneous platforms exist both in loose and tight coup-
ling of constituent cores. The homogeneous platforms are generally program-
mable in C where the algorithm code is distributed almost equally on all the
processor cores while heterogeneous platforms may require additional cus-
tomized tool support to program the cores at the data flow level. Some of the
multicore platforms are described as follows.

2.3.1 MORPHEUS

Morpheus ( [26], [27]) is a platform consisting of a fine, a middle and a
coarse-grain reconfigurable accelerator. The overall system is dynamically
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reconfigurable and has a regular infrastructure (communication and memor-
ies) to enable regularity in control among the heterogeneous accelerators. The
platform is accompanied by software including operating system and design
tools for efficient use. The fine-grain, middle and coarse-grain devices are
called FlexEOS, DREAM and XPP-III. All these devices communicate with
each other over an NoC. DREAM is a reconfigurable DSP core composed of
a 32-bit RISC processor and PiCoGA reconfigurable fabric. FlexEOS is an
SRAM-based scalable FPGA fabric built on high-density multi-function logic
cells. It can be programmed using VHDL and Verilog. XPP-III is a CGRA
which is integrated into the datapath of a VLIW processor.

2.3.2 P2012

P2012 is a platform consisting of four clusters communicating with each other
using a NoC ( [28], [29]) where each cluster consists of 16 general-purpose
processors. The processors are locally synchronous and globally asynchron-
ous. P2012 is tested for image processing related algorithms. This platform
can be considered in the category of homogeneous Multi-Processor System-
on-Chip (MPSoC) platforms.

2.3.3 NineSilica

NineSilica ( [30], [31]) platform is developed at Tampere University of Tech-
nology, Finland. It is a network of nine nodes where each node contains
a 32-bit COFFEE RISC processor. The central node acts as a master node
while the others act as slave nodes. Each core has its own instruction and data
memory. All the nodes can exchange data with each other over the network
using packet switching technique. NineSilica is another example of a homo-
geneous MPSoC and is completely programmable in C language. A larger
version, Quad-Ninesilica also exists with 36 computing nodes.
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2.3.4 RAW

Reconfigurable Architecture Workstation (RAW) consist of 16 pieces of 32-
bit MIPS2000 processors arranged as an array of order 4×4 ( [32], [37]).
The processors communicate with each other using a NoC. RAW allows both
static and dynamic scheduling. Its behavior is similar to a reconfigurable fab-
ric under static scheduling while the dynamic scheduling mechanism between
the cores classify it as a multicore platform. The programmable NoC in RAW
targets mainly the wire-delay problem.

2.3.5 CRISP

The Cutting edge Reconfigurable ICs for Stream Processing (CRISP) was
a European Union funded project that presents a General Stream Processor
(GSP) [33]. The GSP is a coarse-grained core-level highly scalable platform
for a wide range of streaming DSP applications. Its architecture was designed
on the principle of locality-of-reference, so there are different levels of stor-
age in this heterogeneous multicore architecture. Its instance, the GSP de-
modulator is built as an integrated platform composed of a General Purpose
processor Device (GPD) and Reconfigurable Fabric Devices (RFD). The GSP
instance contains one GPD and five RFDs. The overall system contains a
ARM core and forty-five Xentium DSP cores. All the cores are connected via
an NoC. The Xentium tile processor can operate at least at 200.0 MHz (90 nm
CMOS technology, worst-case conditions). The GPD chip is manufactured in
UMC 130 nm CMOS technology and also has an operating frequency of 200.0
MHz.

2.3.6 Intel’s Single-Chip Cloud Computer

Intel designed a 48 X86-based multicore single-chip system to provide op-
portunities to system designers to explore its design space using their own
custom applications and evaluate future needs and design challenges [34]. In-
tel named it as Single-chip Cloud Computer (SCC). The SCC also provides a
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mesh network to establish communication between cores, four memory con-
trollers and power management functions. It is fabricated on a 45 nm tech-
nology and it is a non-cache-coherent homogeneous platform. All the pro-
cessors can independently operate between 100.0 to 800.0 MHz. The net-
work operates using a separate clock source running at a frequency of 800.0
MHz or 1.6 GHz. The SCC has been benchmarked several times by different
research groups across the world. For example, [35] mapped cosmological
N-body simulator Gadget2, the NAS Parallel Benchmarks bt and lu as well
as a self-written communication kernels while exploring the effects of power
management functions.

2.3.7 TILE64TM

TILE64TM is a 8×8 array of processors connected through a 2D mesh network
targeting a wide area of embedded applications [36]. It is a homogeneous
MPSoC where each core is capable of running SMP Linux. Each processor
is a 64-bit instruction word VLIW machine. The integer datapaths are 32-
bit wide and also supports subword computations. The TILE64 processor
runs at 750.0 MHz and achieves a maximum performance of 384 GOPS. The
communication network provides 120 GB/s bandwidth. The system has L1,
L2 and L3 caches and there is also an autonomous DMA engine in every tile
of the processor.

2.4 Comparative Differences

The main difference between the different devices mentioned in the above
subsections is the Level of Granularity. Fine-grain devices like FPGAs, GARP,
FlexEOS, Molen have the lowest level of granularity, which means the pro-
cessing bit-width is less than or equal to four. These devices are the most
optimal in resource utilization as the granularity level is very fine, but the
placement and routing would be most difficult. In this case, the compilers
for these devices are more difficult to design and implement. The mid-grain
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devices like PiCoGA and DART are a compromise between fine and coarse-
grain devices. The compilers for placement and routing mechanism are rel-
atively simpler than the fine-grain ones but for higher bit-width processing,
the compilation time is relatively longer. Coarse-grain devices i.e., ADRES,
MorphoSys, PACT-XPP and BUTTER have the highest level of granularity.
They mostly deal at word-level processing and have a wide range of applica-
tions. Their compilers are the simplest.

All of these architectures are mentioned as they describe the evolution of
reconfigurable devices starting from fine-grain to coarse-grain. Their brief
description with examples is important for the general understanding of the
advanced reconfigurable architectures designed and implemented in this re-
search work.

The architectures like MORPHEUS, P2012, NineSilica and RAW are de-
scribed to analyze the general concept used to design homogeneous and het-
erogeneous multicore architectures. The heterogeneous multicore architec-
tures like MORPHEUS are generally reconfigurable. P2012 and NineSilica
are made up of general purpose processors and demand the programmer to
efficiently distribute the algorithmic computational load over the processors
and also manage the data transfer in the most efficient way.

2.5 The Design Approach

The reconfigurable fabrics designed and implemented in this research are
CGRAs and a heterogeneous CGRA-based platform programmable in C. It
is easier to place and route algorithms on CGRAs as they support processing
on the word level which also leads to faster prototyping of algorithms. Differ-
ently scaled CGRAs were designed for comparative performance evaluation.
The scaled versions of CGRAs were integrated all together over a Network-
on-Chip to maximize the number of reconfigurable processing resources on a
platform. The above mentioned CGRAs and multicore platforms are of fixed
sizes, however, the research work evolves from a relatively smaller template-
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based CGRA to large-scale CGRAs and then constituting a multicore plat-
form by integrating them all together over an NoC. The integrated multicore
platform offers the highest number of processing resources in comparison to
the other multicore platforms. Furthermore, all the CGRAs and the multicore
platform designed are highly scalable and offer a high parallelism therefore
favoring custom computation of highly parallel signal processing algorithms.



3. COARSE GRAIN RECONFIGURABLE ARRAYS AS
ACCELERATORS TO PROCESSORS

The demand for the support and simultaneous execution of multiple applic-
ations on mobile devices is increasing every day, posing a greater challenge
to energy sources. Especially with the introduction of 3G in mobile devices,
there is a growing desire by the end-user to run multiple applications without
having to care about the energy consumption. There are expectations for
real-time performance governed by strict constraints imposed by many radio
standards, for example IEEE.802.11 a/g/n [2].

In the recent past, hardware was fixed and the emphasis was more on the
scalability of the software. For example, in Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) pro-
cessing, it can be desirable to process 64, 128, 256 or 512 points of data at dif-
ferent times. The signal flow graphs of these structures are different from each
other but if one radix-2 butterfly is employed, we can scale the processing of
this set of data. As described in [3] and [42], 64 and 1024 points have been
processed on the same radix-4 FFT accelerator by scaling only the software
kernel. In Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) Orthogonal-Frequency-
Division-Multiplexing (OFDM) demodulators, the throughput requirements
may change as the environment changes and the processing capabilities have
to adapt to the changes. One of the examples in MIMO-OFDM baseband
domain is FFT processing where the software is scaled for optimal power
dissipation [4].

Computationally intensive kernels are often assigned to Multi-Processor Sys-
tem on Chip (MPSoC) or accelerators working in a processor/coprocessor
model. As discussed in previous chapter, a powerful class of accelerators is
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Fig. 1. CREMA, a 4×8 PE template-based CGRA.

© 2009 IEEE

Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) which is ideal for signal pro-
cessing applications because it provides high parallelism and throughput.
General-purpose CGRAs occupy an area of a few million gates and their pres-
ence in the system cannot be justified unless they are heavily utilized most of
the time. In this chapter, different types of CGRAs are described which are de-
veloped as part of this research work, i.e., CREMA, AVATAR and SCREMA
plus a reconfigurable Application Specific Instruction-set Processor (rASIP) .

3.1 CREMA

CREMA is a 4× 8 PE CGRA template which is equipped with two 32-bit
local memories of 16× 128 size. The local memories are provided to avoid
memory bottlenecks, therefore increasing the throughput of the CGRA. Each
PE has two inputs, two outputs and is capable to perform 32-bit integer and

1 The designs and implementations presented in this chapter have been published in art-
icles [38], [3], [45] and [54].
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floating-point (IEEE-754) based operations. All PEs can receive data from
the neighboring PEs in point-to-point fashion. The interconnections among
PEs are of local or global nature. Local interconnections can be established
with the adjacent PEs. One type of global interconnections are with the right-
most PEs in any row of the generated accelerator. The other type of global
interconnection is used to connect output(s) of the I/O-buffer to any of the
processing element’s input. The type of interconnections to be used to map
an application is dependent on the user. While specifying interconnections,
the user also specifies which type of operation(s) each PE should perform at
any clock cycle. The pattern of interconnections and the operation to be per-
formed by each PE at any clock cycle is called a context. A context can be
switched at run-time to enable different specific tasks. A new configuration
stream defining additional contexts can also be loaded at run time using the
Direct Memory Access (DMA) device [40]. In between the local memories
and the processing array, there are I/O-buffers that are used to provide in-
terleaving to the data stored in the local memories before they are supplied
to the processing array. Each I/O-buffer consists of 16 of 16× 1 multiplex-
ers and 16 of 32-bit registers. The output of each multiplexer is delayed one
cycle by the register. The user can load the data in any of the local memor-
ies of the generated accelerator using the DMA device, enable a context and
process the data over the accelerator array. As required, the user can enable
another context and keep processing by switching to different contexts un-
til the final results are obtained. The program flow controlling the execution
is written in C and is compiled by the gcc compiler tailored for a COFFEE
RISC processor. Based on the program flow, specific tasks can be assigned
to the CGRA using special function calls written for CGRAs. COFFEE is
responsible for the cycle-accurate processing of CREMA-generated acceler-
ator by writing control words in the control registers of the accelerator. Once
the user finishes designing contexts using the graphical tool which is a cus-
tom tool made for CREMA to design contexts, the graphical tool in return
generates the .h configuration files which contain the configuration words. At
the system start-up time, these configuration words are fetched from the main
memory of the system by the DMA device then distributed over the PE array
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using a pipelined infrastructure [43]. These configuration words select the
operation to be performed by each PE and also the interconnections among
the PEs. CREMA-generated accelerator can have eight configurations words
at most in each PE. If the application demands, more configuration words can
be fetched from the main memory using the DMA device. All these capabil-
ities make CREMA generated accelerator array dynamically reconfigurable.
CREMA is shown in Fig. 1, equipped with two local memories each consist-
ing of 256 rows.

3.2 AVATAR

A scaled-up version of CREMA was designed and published as AVATAR [3]
as shown in Fig. 2. Scaling up CREMA to AVATAR required hardware al-
terations including additional configuration memories, multiplexers, encoders
and registers. AVATAR was a 4×16 PE CGRA and had more computational
power than CREMA because of its larger size. Both CREMA and AVATAR
are capable of processing different computationally intensive kernels, for ex-
ample, MVM [38], correlation [41] and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). FFT
execution time constraints for IEEE-802.11a/g and 3GPP-LTE standard were
satisfied by CREMA-generated FFT accelerators presented in [42] and [44].
To satisfy FFT execution time constraints for MIMO-OFDM IEEE-802.11n
[2] standard, a larger accelerator array was required. CREMA-generated FFT
accelerator was composed of three different contexts to map a radix-4 FFT
butterfly that had to be enabled in a sequence to process a single stage of FFT
algorithm [44]. However, AVATAR-generated radix-4 FFT accelerator was
large enough to do that in a single context. AVATAR generated radix-(2, 4)
FFT accelerator can process 64- and 128-point FFT algorithms while satisfy-
ing the execution time constraints of IEEE-802.11n standard.

In CREMA, as there are 16 inputs in the first row of PEs, so there are 16 of
16× 1 multiplexers in each I/O-buffer. In this way, each and every input of
all PEs have their own multiplexer to access each and every memory bank
in the local memory, therefore providing maximum bandwidth. In case of
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Fig. 2. AVATAR, a 4×16 PE template-based CGRA

© 2012 Springer Science and Business Media [3].

AVATAR which is a non-scalable 4× 16 PE CGRA, there are 32 memory
banks in each local memory, so there are 32 of the 32×1 multiplexers in each
I/O-buffer. If we consider the next version of AVATAR, it will be a 4× 32
PE CGRA and there will be 64 of the 64×1 multiplexers in each I/O-buffer.
This continuous scaling-up will explode in resource utilization compared to
the speed-up it offers. We developed SCREMA to avoid this explosion and
removed the I/O-buffers to provide seamless scalability in the architecture and
reduced resource consumption for FPGA synthesis.

3.3 Scalable-CREMA

SCREMA is a CGRA template scalable both in rows and columns of PEs but
the number of columns can only be scaled to 4, 8, 16 and 32. After 32, the next
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size of the scaled version of the CGRA in terms of number of PE columns is
64, such a large CGRA will stay underutilized for the type of algorithms under
consideration for mapping. For example, the maximum order of matrix-vector
multiplication considered for mapping is 32. It is for this major reason, the
scaling limit for PE columns was not increased further. SCREMA is based
on the architecture of CREMA so they have many structural properties in
common. For example, functionality of the PE is the same and also the way
algorithms are mapped. However, SCREMA has an advantage as it can flex
between CGRA templates of different sizes by changing a few parameters
in the definition file of its VHDL model. It means that scaling is performed
statically at the compilation time, however, the accelerator generated from
the scaled SCREMA template is dynamically reconfigurable at run-time. The
digital hardware due to its binary characteristics scales in regular fashion by
the factor of base 2, so for example, if at present the number of PE columns
is equal to eight then the next scaled-up version will have the number of PE
columns equal to sixteen. As the number of PE columns increases, the size of
memory banks also increases correspondingly. Fig. 3 shows the general flow
for generating the accelerator from a scaled CGRA template. The number
of rows and columns of PEs for the CGRA template are decided by the user
in the VHDL definition package file. The configuration file generated by the
GUI tool and the VHDL definition package file are compiled with the VHDL
model of SCREMA, which can generate accelerators of four different sizes
depending on the user input. The accelerators can work as coprocessor to
COFFEE. The configuration bit stream (*.h file) generated by the GUI tool is
loaded at run time by COFFEE with the help of a DMA device depending on
the program flow written manually by the user.

Fig. 4 shows 4×16 PE SCREMA based processing model, where COFFEE
does the general-purpose processing and the computationally intensive tasks
are executed by a SCREMA generated accelerator. 4×16 SCREMA is in the
figure just as an example. The figure remains the same except that SCREMA
can flex between 4×4, 4×8, 4×16 and 4×32 PEs. It can also be noticed,
SCREMA is equipped with two local memories, their sizes scale as the PE
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array scales. Main memory of the system, COFFEE, I/O Peripherals, Con-
trol Unit, DMA/SCREMA exchange data with each other using a network
of switched interconnections. This network provides dedicated connections
between different modules for faster exchange of data.
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Accelerator

COFFEE 

System

4x16 PE 

Accelerator

COFFEE 

System

4x32 PE 

Accelerator

Configuration File .hProgram Flow .c

Parameter VHDL Package 

File (Context Design)

Definition VHDL Package File

(Accelerator Dimensioning)

SCREMA VHDL Model

Fig. 3. SCREMA based Accelerator Generation Flow.

3.4 Processing Elements

As described earlier, the unit of processing for CREMA, AVATAR and
SCREMA is called a PE which can perform both integer and floating-point
operations. Each PE has two input and one immediate register where the
operand to be processed can be stored. Fig. 5 shows the LUT, adder, mul-
tiplier, shifter and floating-point logic as computational resources inside the
PE. The configuration words decide the output of the decoder inside each PE
which in return enables the operator among the PE computing resources. The
results from the computational resources is selected by a multiplexer and is
supplied to the output. The PE appears to be a template to the user at system
design time. Based on the requirements of the application, the user can se-
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Fig. 4. SCREMA based Embedded Processing Model.
Fig. 2. Interconnections supported in the template: (a) local (nearest- neighbor), (b) interleaved, (c) global

plexer inputs and generate the selection bits accordingly.
This is done at design- time using Firetool. The selection
bits will be used to compose the reconfiguration word.

To understand this mechanism, we can consider an ex-
ample. If for a specific set of reconfiguration patterns the
input port of a PE is always connected to the same route, the
input multiplexer is not needed, thus it is not instantiated. If
otherwise two routes are required, we need a 2- to- 1 multi-
plexer. One reconfiguration bit is required to select one of
the two routes at run- time.

2.2. PE Core Parameters

The architecture of the PE core is in most part compile- time
configurable. Fig. 3 depicts all the components of the PE
template. The components with dashed borders are instan-
tiated only if really needed. The two operand registers are
always instantiated, as long as the PE Core itself is on the
data path, even though it do not perform any operation.

We can divide the compile- time configurable compo-
nents of a PE in two categories: functional blocks and re-
configuration control blocks.

Functional blocks are integer functional units (adder, mul-
tiplier, shifter), plus a small memory for LUT logic function
implementation, an immediate register and a floating- point
block. They are instantiated only if required by at least one
of the reconfiguration patterns. Their size is related to the
data width, thus in the current development is fixed to 32
bits.

Reconfiguration logic is composed by the decoder and
the output multiplexer. In this case also the size is modified
according to the application requirement. In fact the size of
these blocks is related to the number of reconfigurable pat-
terns associated to the PE. So it depends on the number of
operations that a specific PE has to support. This means that
if the PE must perform only one operation in all the patterns
required by an algorithm, there is no need for the decoder or
the multiplexer. The inputs are directly routed to the needed
functional unit (that must also be instantiated) and the out-
put of the functional unit directed to the PE output port. If

Fig. 3. PE Core Template.

otherwise two different operations are performed by the PE,
we need a 2- to- 1 multiplexer for the output and a 1- to- 2 de-
coder to enable the corresponding FU. One reconfiguration
bit selects the functionality required at run- time.

2.3. Reconfiguration Memory Parameters

Reconfiguration infrastructure used in CREMA is charac-
terized by a pipelined approach[6]. When a new reconfig-
uration pattern needs to be loaded, its words (at most one
for PE) are sequentially injected into the array and propa-
gated along the horizontal and vertical direction. The word
contains not only the reconfiguration bits but also the ad-
dress of the PE. Thus when configuration word reaches the
correct PE, it is stored in the reconfiguration memory. This
mechanism reduces the cost to deliver a set of reconfigura-
tion words to all the PEs. It also supports the usage of a
different number of word per pattern (see Section 3).

The size of the reconfiguration memory is related to two

710

Fig. 5. Processing Element used in CREMA, AVATAR and SCREMA.

© 2009 IEEE [38]

lect which resources are required to be instantiated while designing contexts.
The size of the decoder and multiplexer inside each PE increases as the num-
ber of contexts designed by the user increases and vice-versa. In Fig. 5, all
the modules with dashed border are user-specific for instantiation thus saving
resource/area utilization.
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3.5 Design of Contexts and Application Mapping

The contexts are designed while considering the computational requirements
of the algorithm and the constraint in terms of the number of rows and columns
of PEs in the CGRA. The design of contexts and application mapping can
be described while explaining how an integer Matrix-Vector Multiplication
(MVM) application can be mapped onto SCREMA. The application mapping
process is the same for CREMA and AVATAR except that these CGRAs are
not scalable column-wise.

Considering, if a matrix a = [ai, j] is an Nth-order matrix which is supposed to
be multiplied by vector

−→
b = [bi] to produce a product vector −→p = [pi] then

the multiplication process can be defined as

[pi] =
N

∑
j=1

[ai, j]× [b j] (1)

where i, j = 1, 2, 3,...,N.

Consider a R×C PE SCREMA; each local memory can be denoted as M
consisting of 2×C memory banks that can store up to 2m words, where R,
C are the number of rows, columns of SCREMA respectively and m can
be any positive integer. We can express a location in the data memory of
SCREMA as M[r][c] where c represents the memory bank number and r the
location number in that memory bank. As sets, r and c can be written as r =
{r1,r2,r3, ...,r2m} and c = {c1,c2,c3, ...,c2C}.

Suppose N = 4 in Eq. 1, then the vector
−→
b = [b1,b2,b3,b4] will be multiplied

with matrix A to produce the product vector −→p = [p1, p2, p3, p4], where the
matrix A can be written as

A =




a11 a12 a13 a14

a21 a22 a23 a24

a31 a32 a33 a34

a41 a42 a43 a44


 (2)
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The next step is to load the matrix A and vector
−→
b into the data memory of

SCREMA. The pattern of loading the data will be as follows.

for i = 1 : i≤ 4 : i++ do
for j = 1 : j ≤ 4 : j++ do

M[2× i−1][ j] � [ai, j]

M[2× i][ j] � [b j]

end for
end for

The MVM accelerator generated by a 4× 4 PE SCREMA needs four multi-
plication operators in the first row to process 4th order MVM in the first con-
text. After the multiplication process, there has to be a shift operation which
is carried out in the second row of the first context and finally the addition
operations in the third and fourth row. As all the PEs have operand registers,
therefore the overall processing is performed in a pipelined fashion. The first
context for the 4×4 PE MVM accelerator is shown in Fig. 6. It needs eight
SCREMA clock cycles to process the data from the first four rows of the local
memory and stores the resultant vector in the second local memory. Out of
eight clock cycles, four are used in processing the data and the other four are
the latency of the context.

The matrix and the vector data words are read by the DMA from the main
memory of the system and written on the local memories of MVM accelerator.
The DMA starts from location number M[1][1] and M[1][2] to write the mat-
rix words and the vector words respectively. When the matrix word is written
to the memory location M[r][2C− 1] then the next matrix word is written at
M[r+1][1]. Similarly, when the DMA writes the vector word to the location
M[r][2C] then the next vector word is written to M[r+1][2]. After every mat-
rix word is written, there will be the corresponding vector word written next
to it as they are supposed to be multiplied. To generalize the loading pattern
of a matrix and a vector of any order N = 2n in one of the local memories of
SCREMA generated accelerator of C number of PE columns where n ∈ Z+

and n≥ 1, the following algorithm can be used to align the data for the context
shown in Fig. 6 or a group of those contexts working in parallel.
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Algorithm 1 Data Placement Algorithm in the Local Memory of SCREMA
c � 0
r � 0
for i = 1 : i≤ N : i++ do

r � r+1
c � 1
for j = 1 : j ≤ N : j++ do

M[r][c] � [ai, j]

c � (c+1) mod 2C
M[r][c] � [b j]

end for
end for
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It is considered that the context shown in Fig. 6 is the most optimal imple-
mentation as only five of the sixteen PEs are not used. The problem with
MVM is about the data processing path through the PEs that finally narrows
down to only a single PE which is supposed to produce the product vector.
If the number of rows of SCREMA are increased, there will be many of the
PE which will not be used at all and occupy unnecessary resources. In this
particular case, the number of contexts shown in Fig. 6 can be increased to
work in parallel for faster processing. To explain the implementation details
further, the mapping of MVM for N = 8 on 4×8 PE SCREMA is discussed
as follows. Using the data placement algorithm above, the data is loaded in
one of the local memories of SCREMA in alignment as shown in Fig. 9. The
overall computation requires two stages of processing. The first stage pro-
duces the partial products that requires eight SCREMA clock cycles plus four
cycles of latency as there are four rows of SCREMA. In the next stage, the
partial products will be added to produce the final product vector. To do so,
another context is employed as shown in Fig. 10. For implementation of Nth-
order MVM for different C, other than the context required for summing up
the partial products, there are additional contexts that are required at different
times for reordering of the partial products. Reordering is required to add the
related partial products. This kind of reordering is always required in cases
when N > 2C, meaning if number of columns (memory banks) of the local
memory are less than the order of the matrix to be processed.

The mapping of N = 4,8,16 and 32 MVM on each of the 4×4, 4×8, 4×16
and 4× 32 PE accelerators is similar to the examples of mapping N = 4 and
8 MVM on 4×4 and 4×8 PE SCREMAs.

In case of MVM, there is a preprocessing step required between two pro-
cessing steps if the number of memory banks in a local memory is less than
the order of MVM. The processing step is the context shown in Fig. 6 and
multiples of it work in parallel as C increases by an order of 2m. The prepro-
cessing contexts are ’L’ shaped as shown in Fig. 7. As every PE is registered,
each preprocessing or processing context adds to latency. The processing con-
text has a constant latency of four clock cycles. The preprocessing context is
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Fig. 6. 4×4 PE SCREMA for N = 4 MVM.

designed to have latency of five or seven clock cycles. An ’L’ shaped con-
text with a latency of five clock cycles shown in Fig. 7(a) which is used in
the second step of preprocessing of N = 8 on 4×4 PE SCREMA, also men-
tioned in Table 1. In the contents of the table, Pro, ctx.swh and Pre.Pro stand
for Processing, context switch and PreProcessing. Table 1 shows execution
(Exe) of different orders of MVM on different scaled versions of SCREMA.
In the table, N shows the order of MVM, S/No shows the order in which a
processing or preprocessing step is performed. The latency mentioned in the
table depends on the context designed for processing or preprocessing while
a fixed addition of +2 is due to two local memories causing one cycle delay
each. CC is the number of clock cycles required to perform a processing or
a preprocessing step. The CC. Total is the overall number of clock cycles
required to process an MVM of order N.

Let’s suppose that pp1, pp2, pp3, ..., pp16 were the partial products that were
generated by context shown in Fig. 6. From the context, it is apparent that
these partial products will be stored in a single memory bank. In Fig. 8(b),
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it is shown that for C = 4 and N = 8, the first column of the matrix and the
vector to be processed will fill the first two rows of the local data memory of
SCREMA. This means that the partial products produced from the data in the
first two rows have to be added but as the result of the execution of the con-
text shown in Fig. 6, the partial products are stacked on each other and hence
cannot be added together without a preprocessing step. A preprocessing con-
text shown in Fig. 7(a) will be enabled and partial products will get aligned
in two different memory banks and then they will be added by a third con-
text to produce the final product vector. Similarly, it is shown in Table 1 that
the execution of N = 16 MVM kernel on a 4× 4 PE MVM accelerator re-
quires a preprocessing latency of seven clock cycles in an ’L’ shaped context
shown in Fig. 7(b). At first, the data words belonging to the first column of
the matrix and vector are loaded using Algorithm 1 in the local data memory
of MVM accelerator. This loading will fill the first four rows of one of the
local data memories. Then the execution starts by enabling the context shown
in Fig. 6. As a result of execution of this context, all the partial products
pp1, pp2, pp3, ..., pp16 stack on each other. The partial products consecutive
to each other can only be added in a group of four at maximum. While execut-
ing the preprocessing context shown in Fig. 7(b), pp1 will be in PE numbered
as seven after a latency of seven clock cycles. The data will be written for
one clock cycle and will be stalled for the next three so that in the next write
operation, pp5, pp6, pp7 and pp8 could be written in the same row and then
be added all together by the third context. Once the overall processing com-
pletes, the results of MVM can be transferred back to the main memory using
special DMA operations.

It is to be noticed that in Fig. 8(a) and 8(b), the vector
−→
b is loaded multiple

times along with every column of the matrix. In the design of CGRAs, the
local memories are made only line readable in an effort to make the address
decoding logic simpler and faster. It is only when the data is read to be pro-
cessed over CGRA. Therefore, for correct execution of the MVM algorithm,
the vector

−→
b is loaded along with every column of the matrix.
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(a) Latency of five
clock cycles

(b) Latency of
seven clock cycles

Fig. 7. Preprocessing Contexts used for Data Reordering.

(a) N = 6 (b) N = 8

Fig. 8. Data Organization in Local Memory of 4×4 PE SCREMA for the Processing
of MVM.

Fig. 9. 4×8 PE SCREMA for N = 8 MVM.
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Fig. 10. 4×8 PE SCREMA, Second Context for N = 8 MVM Second Stage.
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Table 1: Cycle-by-Cycle Measurement of MVM Kernels on
SCREMAs.

SCREMA N S/No Exe. Type Latency CC CC. Total
4×4 4 1 Pro 4+2 4 10

1 Pro 4+2 16
ctx.swh 13

4×4 8 2 Pre.Pro 5+2 16 85
ctx.swh 13

3 Pro 4+2 8

1 Pro 4+2 64
ctx.swh 5

4×4 16 2 Pre.Pro 7+2 64 237
ctx.swh 51

3 Pro 4+2 32

1 Pro 4+2 256
ctx.swh 5

2 Pre.Pro 7+2 256
ctx.swh 42

4×4 32 3 Pro 4+2 64 811
ctx.swh 5

4 Pre.Pro 5+2 64
ctx.swh 53

5 Pro 4+2 32

4×8 4 1 Pro 4+2 2 8

1 Pro 4+2 8
4×8 8 ctx.swh 21 49

2 Pro 4+2 8

1 Pro 4+2 32
ctx.swh 5

2 Pro 4+2 32
4×8 16 ctx.swh 46 193

3 Pre.Pro 5+2 32
ctx.swh 5

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – Continued from previous page
SCREMA N S/No Exe. Type Latency CC CC. Total

4 Pro 4+2 16

1 Pro 4+2 128
ctx.swh 5

2 Pro 4+2 128
ctx.swh 49

3 Pre.Pro 5+2 128
4×8 32 ctx.swh 5 688

4 Pro 4+2 64
ctx.swh 42

5 Pre.Pro 5+2 64
ctx.swh 5

6 Pro 4+2 32

4×16 4 1 Pro 4+2 1 7

1 Pro 4+2 4
4×16 8 ctx.swh 24 44

2 Pro 4+2 4

1 Pro 4+2 16
ctx.swh 12

4×16 16 2 Pro 4+2 16 90
ctx.swh 12

3 Pro 4+2 16

1 Pro 4+2 64
ctx.swh 5

2 Pro 4+2 64
ctx.swh 45

4×16 32 3 Pro 4+2 64 419
ctx.swh 5

4 Pre.Pro 5+2 64
ctx.swh 45

5 Pro 4+2 32

4×32 4 1 Pro 4+2 1 7

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – Continued from previous page
SCREMA N S/No Exe. Type Latency CC CC. Total

1 Pro 4+2 2
4×32 8 ctx.swh 24 40

2 Pro 4+2 2

1 Pro 4+2 8
ctx.swh 19

4×32 16 2 Pro 4+2 8 81
ctx.swh 20

3 Pro 4+2 8

1 Pro 4+2 32
ctx.swh 5

2 Pro 4+2 32
ctx.swh 54

4×32 32 3 Pro 4+2 32 295
ctx.swh 5

4 Pro 5+2 32
ctx.swh 41

5 Pro 4+2 32

3.6 Case Study: Reconfigurable Application-Specific
Instruction-Set Processors

Application-Specific Instruction-Set Processors (ASIPs) provide an optimal
solution to accelerate specific applications while carrying a general-purpose
flavor. ASIP’s customization to specific applications is achieved by adding
dedicated hardware in the datapath of the processor and using it by introdu-
cing special instructions in the instruction-set of the processor. The dedicated
hardware can have an additional feature of reconfigurability to accelerate mul-
tiple applications. In Chapter 2, many fine and coarse-grain reconfigurable
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accelerators are discussed which are integrated into the datapath of a pro-
cessor. In this case study, a CGRA template mentioned earlier in this chapter
’AVATAR’ is tightly integrated with a RISC processor thus making an rASIP.
A radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerator was generated from AVATAR-template that
processes 64- and 128-point stream while considering execution-time con-
straint of IEEE-802.11n standard. AVATAR needs to performs following three
essential basic steps for the successful execution of a kernel.

1. load the configuration stream

2. load the data to be processed

3. write the control registers to enable execution

During the system startup time, the configuration stream and the data to be
processed can be loaded into AVATAR’s respective memories from the main
memory. It is achieved by adding special load-word instructions into the
Instruction-Set Architecture (ISA) of the RISC processor. Additional instruc-
tions were added in the ISA of RISC processor to pass control words to the
control registers of the CGRA’s control unit for cycle accurate processing.
Once the CGRA receives the control words, it performs multiple cycles to
process a task and during this process, the RISC does not interrupt it. The
CGRA has its own driving clock, therefore allows it to run faster than the
RISC processor. Once the CGRA completes the processing, it returns the
results back to the main memory using special store-word instruction added
into the ISA of the RISC processor. The tight integration of AVATAR in
the datapath of the RISC processor allows to reduce overhead caused by the
DMA engine and other logic resources in comparison if AVATAR works in
a standard processor/coprocessor model. Furthermore, while saving resource
utilization in the same comparison, the power dissipation and energy con-
sumption remained almost un-compromised. The integration of AVATAR into
the datapath of RISC processor using an interface register is depicted in Fig.
11.
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Fig. 11. Integration of AVATAR into the datapath of a RISC processor.

© 2013 IEEE [46]

3.7 Relation to Existing Work

In this chapter, CGRAs like CREMA, AVATAR, SCREMA and a reconfig-
urable ASIP are discussed which relate to the latest research in coarse-grain
devices. The modern trend is focused more towards coarse-grain devices as
they support word level processing while the placement and routing is relat-
ively easier in comparison to finer grained devices. The CGRAs presented in
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this work collectively show the increase in computational-resource parallel-
ism by offering more number of PE resources. It can be observed, the num-
ber of PE columns in AVATAR increased to 16 in comparison to CREMA
with 8 PE columns, therefore making it more computationally powerful. The
SCREMA which is a scalable CGRA shows that the number of columns of
PEs can be increased to 32 for a generated instance. The scalability trend
in this particular fashion is not directly visible in the CGRAs mentioned in
Section 2.2.3. All of this design effort is to maximize the number of reconfig-
urable processing resources on a platform. In the end, the design of an rASIP
is presented which shows the advantages in terms of reduced logic utilization
by integrating a CGRA (AVATAR) in the datapath of a RISC processor.



4. AN ACCELERATOR-RICH PLATFORM WITH
CGRAS AS PROCESSING ENGINES

The accelerator-rich architectures are targeted to maximize the number of
available processing resources on a platform. As an advantage, the platform
becomes capable to accelerate massively parallel applications simultaneously.
The accelerator cores can either be loosely or tightly coupled with each other.
The loose coupling allows all cores to be able to address each other but the
communication between them is relatively slow in comparison if they are
tightly coupled as discussed in the previous chapters. Apart from CREMA,
AVATAR and SCREMA, this research work also introduces Heterogeneous
Accelerator-Rich Platform (HARP) as shown in Fig. 12. HARP is a template
based architecture, composed of nine nodes where each node can contain a
CGRA based accelerator while only the central node contains the RISC pro-
cessor. All the cores (CGRAs + RISC) communicate with each other using an
NoC. HARP is composed of different and multiple CGRAs of specific sizes,
where the size of the CGRA is in terms of order (rows× columns) of PEs. The
specific sizes of CGRAs are tailored for specific applications. These hetero-
geneous CGRAs are together running a proof-of-concept test-case to verify
the functionality of the overall design. The overall supervision in terms of
control and communication is provided by COFFEE RISC core 1.

1 The design and implementation presented in this chapter has been published in article
[47].
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Fig. 12. Heterogeneous Accelerator-Rich Platform.
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4.1 Motivation

The multicore scaling is threatened by recently known utilization wall. In a
case-study, it is shown that only 7% of a 300mm2 die can by used at maximum
possible frequency under a power dissipation constraint of 80W [1]. This un-
derutilized part of the chip is called Dark Silicon. The un-utilized part can
be operated at very low frequency or has to be switched off to avoid thermal
breakdown of the chip. It means the performance on a chip can not be in-
creased by scaling up the number of cores on the chip. The un-utilized part of
the chip can be replaced with special-purpose accelerators operating at lower
frequencies. Another motivation to propose such a system is to increase the
processing capability on a chip by maximizing the number of computational
resources. In total, HARP provides 408 PE on chip as an example maxima.

4.2 Integration of CGRAs

As the backbone of communication between the cores in HARP is an NoC,
therefore the cores are loosely coupled and they can address each other. The
central node of the NoC contains the RISC processor which acts as master
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while the other nodes act as slaves. The central node also contains a data and
an instruction memory besides a RISC processor. The slave nodes contain
a DMA device and also a data memory besides a CGRA device. The RISC
processor can write data to the NoC in form of packets. The packets are then
routed over the NoC and reaches their destination node. The data memory
and the RISC processor are integrated with each other using request and re-
sponse switches. The DMA device in the slave nodes has a slave and a master
interface. The slave interface of the DMA receives data from the NoC and as
a result either the DMA master is activated or a CGRA related operation is
performed. If the DMA’s master is activated, it can either access the node’s
internal data memory or write to the network. In the whole process, the re-
quest and response switches are activated by the arbiter as required. Fig. 13
shows a combined view of the master and the slave nodes of HARP.

RISC|DMA Master Initiator

Request Switch Response SwitchArbiter

Data Memory

Instruction Memory|DMA Slave

Target

From NoC

To NoC

Fig. 13. A detailed view of master and slave nodes of NoC.

© 2014 IEEE [47]

The type of CGRA used for each node, the order of the CGRAs in terms of
rows×columns of PEs and the kernels mapped are demonstrated only for the
proof-of-concept. The details are shown in Table 2.
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Node PEs CGRA Type Kernel
radix-4

N0 8×9 CREMA 64-point FFT
complex MVM

N1 4×8 CREMA 64th-order
radix-(2, 4)

N2 4×16 AVATAR 128-point FFT
N3 4×4
N5 4×8 SCREMA real MVM
N6 4×16 32nd-order
N8 4×32

Table 2. Different CGRAs connected to HARP nodes

The orders of the CGRA in terms of rows×columns of PEs and the kernels
implemented, respectively. © 2014 IEEE [47]

4.3 Synchronization

The RISC core in the master node has a shared memory space which is used
for synchronization. The data transfer between the memories within a slave
node and in between the slave nodes need synchronization. It is also true for
any exchange of data between the slave and master node. The data transfer
within a node is carried out by the DMA device, such that a DMA trans-
fer needs to be completed before the next one starts. The synchronization
is established in two steps. At first the RISC sets its shared memory loca-
tion corresponding to the destination node and as a second step transmits the
control packet over the NoC. The NoC routes the control packet towards the
destination node which is received at its DMA slave interface. As a result
the DMA master starts the data transfer between the node’s data memory and
the local memory of the same node’s CGRA. Once the transfer is complete,
the DMA transports an acknowledgment over the network towards the master
node destined to its corresponding shared memory location which was origin-
ally set by the RISC core to establish synchronization. The acknowledgment
resets that memory location and after that, the RISC can order another DMA
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transfer within the same slave node. The synchronization for data transfer
between slave nodes and also between slave and master node is established
using a similar protocol. The synchronization for data transfer does not in-
terrupt the data transfer between other nodes as the synchronization is estab-
lished using shared memory mechanism.

4.4 Application Mapping and Simulation

The application mapping is only for testing and to demonstrate the functional
capability of HARP. It is performed in a way that the data sharing could be
demonstrated between the master and slave nodes and also between the slave
nodes. During the system startup time, the RISC processor loads the config-
uration stream and the data to be processed from its local memory to the local
memories of the respective nodes using the NoC. The RISC then sends the
control words to the slave node’s DMAs for intra-node data transfer. Upon
receiving the control words, the DMAs fetch data from the slave node’s local
memory and writes it to one of the local memories of the CGRA. After this,
the computation process starts. At first, the RISC sends control and processing
information to node-0 which performs a 64-point FFT using a radix-4 butter-
fly implemented on a 9×8 PE CGRA. Once the FFT is computed, the DMA
of node-0 sends the result to the data memory of the node-1. The RISC then
activates the DMA of node-1 for inter-node data transfer between the data
memory and the local memory of the CGRA of node-1. In the second phase,
the RISC activates the CGRA of node-1 where a 64th-order complex MVM is
performed. After the completion of the task, the results of MVM are transpor-
ted back to the data memory of the RISC processor using the DMA of node-1.
This whole process shows the supervisory control of the RISC processor over
the other nodes. Node-2 is processing 128-point FFT using a radix-(2, 4) FFT
accelerator generated by a 4×16 PE CGRA. It is processed independently and
irrespective of the processing by other nodes. The node-3, node-5, node-6 and
node-8 are processing 32nd-order integer MVM using accelerators that were
generated using 4×4, 4×8, 4×16 and 4×32 PE SCREMA CGRAs. All of
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these nodes are processing simultaneously and independently of each other.
The overall design in HARP is operated by a single clock source at 100.0
MHz. The clock cycles required for the data transfer from the data memory
of one node to the data memory of another node (D. Mem to D. Mem), data
transfer from the data memory of a slave node to the local memory of the
CGRA (D. Mem to CGRA) and the clock cycles required for kernel execu-
tion (Exe. Total) are shown in Table 3. Clock cycles with * sign represent
data transfer from CGRA’s local memory to a Node’s data memory.

Node-to D. Mem to D. Mem Trans. Exe.
-Node D. Mem to CGRA Total Total
N4-N0 1017 659 1676 420
N0-N1 1036 446* 1482 457
N1-N4 - 448* - -
N4-N2 2042 1033 3075 571
N4-N3 728
N4-N5 609
N4-N6 75622 - 75622 340
N4-N8 211

Table 3. Clock cycles required for different stages of data transfer and processing in
HARP.

© 2014 IEEE [47]



5. MEASUREMENTS, ESTIMATIONS AND
OPTIMIZATIONS

Almost all of the architectures presented in this research work are synthes-
ized for Stratix FPGAs. One of the reasons using FPGA is their lower costs
in prototyping and testing. The proposed architectures were evaluated for
different performance metrics including operating frequency, execution time,
resource utilization, energy and power dissipation. For simulation purposes,
the cycle accurate simulator (ModelSim [67]) was used at Register Trans-
fer Level (RTL) and at gate-level. The resource utilization was measured in
terms of total numbers of Adaptive Look-Up Tables (ALUT), Adaptive Look-
up Modules (ALMs), Logic Registers and 18-bit DSP elements. For a 32-bit
multiplier instantiated in a CGRA, two 18-bit DSP elements are required. Al-
tera’s Stratix-IV and Stratix-V devices provide ALUTs and ALMs for logic
synthesis, respectively. The size of an ALM is twice as ALUT [58]. The op-
erating frequencies were calculated for different operating temperatures i.e.,
0°C and 85°C. The power dissipation was estimated for the gate-level netlists
of the designs by using the signal toggle-rate data generated for a specific or
a set of application.

5.1 Comparative Analysis

As this research work proposes the design of CREMA, AVATAR, SCREMA,
rASIP and HARP, it is important to present details related to different per-
formance metrics to establish comparisons and summarize the outcome from
the entire experimental work. To conduct comparisons, the measurements and
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estimations of different performance metrics are provided as follows.

5.1.1 Resource Utilization

CGRA Application rows × ALUT Logic 18-bit
columns Registers DSP

CREMA MVM 6×8 11,757 9,606 64
AVATAR MVM 4×16 21,131 10,518 64
CREMA Radix-4 FFT 9×8 12,475 10,997 48
AVATAR Radix-4 FFT 4×16 29,361 8,760 48

Table 4. Resource Utilization by Accelerators Generated using 9×6/8 PE CREMA
and 4×16 PE AVATAR.

© 2011 IEEE [50]

Table 4 shows that differently scaled CGRA but carrying the same amount
of DSP resources and executing the same application may not require similar
amount of other resources for logic implementation. In the table, it can be
observed that the number of ALUTs and Logic Registers is not similar in
application-specific cases. However, advantages are different from case to
case, a CGRA providing higher parallelism (number of PE columns) provides
shorter execution time at the cost of more logic resources in comparison to a
CGRA with lower parallelism. In Table 5, it can be observed that the AVATAR
System requires twice as many PEs to provide twice as much parallelism as
CREMA, therefore the resource utilization almost doubles. The same is the
case for a comparison between AVATAR and its dual version. Table 6 shows,
when SCREMA is scaled-up from 4×4 to a 4×8 PE MVM accelerator, the
resource utilization also doubles. The resource utilization keeps doubling as
the CGRA scales-up.

It is shown in Table 7 that there is a considerable saving of ALUTs and Logic
Registers when using rASIP in comparison to AVATAR and COFFEE RISC
system which are working in a typical processor/coprocessor model. The only
compromise is the data transfer bottle-neck which is caused by removing the
DMA device and relying on load/store instructions of the processor.
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Systems ALUT Logic Registers DSP %
CREMA Sys 19,463 13,613 64 7%
AVATAR Sys 40,227 19,313 128 15%

Double AVATAR Sys 80,263 37,609 256 31%
Table 5. Resource Utilization Summary of AVATAR for Radix-(2, 4) FFT Accelerator.

© 2012 Springer Science and Business Media [3]

MVM Accelerator Size Comb ALUTs Logic Registers DSPs
4×4 PE 2,566 2,766 16
4×8 PE 4,805 3,820 32

4×16 PE 8,259 6,784 64
4×32 PE 15,522 12,057 128

Table 6. Resource utilization by MVM accelerators generated using SCREMA on
Stratix-IV device.

© 2012 IEEE [45]

Table 8 shows the resource utilization by HARP on a Stratix-V FPGA device.
The motivation behind HARP was to maximize the number of computational
resources on a chip as shown by 92% utilization of FPGA DSP resources.

5.1.2 Operating Frequencies and Execution Times

This subsection provides a mixed description of performance based on pro-
cessing time related parameters, e.g., execution time, operating frequency and
number of clock cycles required for the execution of a kernel.

Table 9 shows overall execution times for processing a 32-bit integer 4th-
order MVM and a 64-point radix-4 FFT. It can be observed that as the CGRA
provides more parallelism, the execution time decreases. In case of processing
FFT in radix-4 scheme, a 9×8 PE CGRA generated accelerator performs
almost equal to the one generated by 4×16 PE CGRA and for performing
MVM, 4×16 PE CGRA generated MVM accelerator clearly outperforms the
other in comparison. In this case, 4×16 PE CGRA is considered to be more
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System Comb ALUTs Logic Registers DSPs
C/A [3] 40,227 19,313 128
rASIP 36,083 14,429 112

Savings [%] 10.3 25.2 12.5
Table 7. Resource utilization by COFFEE/AVATAR (C/A) System and rASIP on

Stratix-IV FPGA device.

© 2013 IEEE [46]

ALMs 78,845 / 158,500 50%
Registers 64,436 / 634,000 10%

Memory Bits 21,000,928 / 38,912,000 54%
DSP 236 / 256 92%

Table 8. Resource Utilization by the overall architecture of HARP on a Stratix-V
FPGA Device.

© 2014 IEEE [47]

favorable as it can accommodate both of the applications in the same size. In
Table 9, Slow and Fast relate to the operating frequencies achieved at the slow
and fast corner-timing models for the FPGA device, respectively.

Table 10 shows the synthesis frequencies achieved for COFFEE, CREMA
and AVATAR on Stratix-IV FPGA device using slow and fast timing models.
The regularity in the structures of CREMA and AVATAR allows only small
deviations in operating frequencies during the synthesis process.

The performance of rASIP is shown in Table 11. The table shows that rASIP
is capable of satisfying execution time constraints imposed by IEEE-802.11n
standard for FFT processing at the demodulator side.

5.1.3 Energy and Power Estimations

As a CGRA with high parallelism offers faster processing, it means there are
more signals ready to be toggled at any particular time instant contributing
to increase in dynamic power dissipation which can be observed from Table
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App. rows × COFFEE ACR COFFEE ACR ACR. Exe.
columns (Slow) (Slow) (Fast) (Fast) Cycles Time

MVM 6×8 123.41 252.53 200.6 418.59 149 0.74
4×16 119.89 228.0 198.57 327.44 91 0.45

Radix-4 9×8 112.47 191.02 182.52 320.92 221 1.22
FFT 4×16 127.65 211.28 210.93 295.86 191 1.29

Table 9. Synthesis Frequencies (MHz) and Execution Time (Exe.) in µs of COFFEE
and CGRA generated Accelerators (ACR.).

© 2011 IEEE [50]

Timing Model COFFEE CREMA AVATAR
CREMA Sys (Slow) 125.96 165.02 ×
CREMA Sys (Fast) 199.28 273.15 ×

AVATAR Sys (Slow) 120.63 × 177.34
AVATAR Sys (Fast) 195.96 × 278.32

D. AVATAR Sys (Slow) 118.41 × 166.42
D. AVATAR Sys (Fast) 194.59 × 256.81

Table 10. Synthesis Frequencies (MHz) of COFFEE RISC and AVATAR generated
accelerators in Single and Dual AVATAR System (D. AVATAR Sys).

© 2012 Springer Science and Business Media [3]

12. However, there is almost no difference in the static power dissipation as
it should be a linear function of the resources used on the FPGA device. It is
mainly because the un-utilized part of FPGA device can not be switched off
and due to this reason, a large portion of static power adds an offset to the
actual static power required by the design.

The energy consumption by rASIP is shown in Table 13. The overall energy
consumption by rASIP is almost equal to COFFEE/AVATAR based system.
Therefore while keeping energy consumption almost the same, a 25% saving
in logic utilization shows advantages of using rASIPs over a standard pro-
cessor/coprocessor model.

Another relationship of dynamic power dissipation and parallelism can be ob-
served in HARP as shown in Table 14. A CGRA generated accelerator con-
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FFT Algo Freq. (MHz) Freg. (MHz) Cycles Exe. Time
Slow (100°C) Fast (0°C)

64-point 357 1.27µs
128-point 159.16 280.11 575 2.05µs

4×64 884 3.15µs
Table 11. Operating Frequency and execution time by rASIP for processing 64 and

128-point FFT algorithms.

© 2013 IEEE [46]

MVM Static Dynamic I/O Total
Accelerator Power Power Power Power

4×4 PE 428.48 mW 127.27 mW 58.07 mW 613.82 mW
4×8 PE 430.41 mW 208.63 mW 56.53 mW 695.57 mW

4×16 PE 435.11 mW 387.21 mW 56.95 mW 879.27 mW
4×32 PE 448.51 mW 728.25 mW 51.04 mW 1227.80 mW

Table 12. Power consumption by MVM accelerators of different sizes of SCREMA.

© 2012 IEEE [45]

nected to a node of HARP dissipates more power if the number of PE columns
is larger. Dynamic energy consumption is based on individual execution-time
window of the kernel.

In Table 14, the dynamic power is estimated by simulating the gate-level net-
list of the overall instance of HARP. For estimation purposes, the operating
conditions are set as a temperature of 25°C and a frequency of 100.0 MHz.
The number of clock cycles presented in Table. 3 approaches the timing in-
formation presented in Fig. 14, considering the frequency of 100.0 MHz.
There are some calculation differences when relating Fig. 14 and Table 3,
as in the table, clock cycles consumed during system start-up time are not
considered. Additionally there can be some errors as measurements for clock
cycle count are made while observing cursors on simulation time window.

HARP is also compared to other state-of-the-art as shown in Table 15 where
Exe, dyn.pwr, freq stand for Execution, Dynamic Power and Frequency, re-
spectively. In comparison to a general-purpose homogeneous MPSoC, it
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System FFT Frequency Clock Execution Power Energy
Algorithm (MHz) Cycles Time (ns) (mW) µJ

C/A 64-point 166.6 355 2,130 985.90 2.09
rASIP 64-point 160.0 357 2,231 1024.55 2.28
C/A 128-point 166.6 570 3,420 985.90 3.37

rASIP 128-point 160.0 575 3,593 1024.55 3.68
Table 13. Energy consumption by C/A Accelerator and rASIP for processing 64 and

128-point FFT algorithms.

© 2013 IEEE [46]

showed a speed-up of 2.5X at the cost of 2X additional logic resources while
processing 64-point FFT. The comparisons were also established against het-
erogeneous platforms, i.e., Multiple-Instruction Multiple-Data (MIMD) based
platform of several microprocessors and P2012 which is a four-cluster archi-
tecture where each cluster contains four microprocessors. Another interesting
platform for comparison is MORPHEUS which is a large computing platform
of heterogeneous nature. In some cases, HARP is found to perform mul-
tiple times better than other platforms in units of Giga Operations per Second
(GOPS) and GOPS/mW.

5.2 Case Study: Using Feedback Control for Power Efficiency

1This case study provides details related to a self-optimizing processor/copro-
cessor model that uses a control system to accelerate applications under user
specified performance constraints, i.e., execution time while minimizing power
dissipation. It is important to consider power dissipation as the savings can be
supplied to other modules to increase system performance. COFFEE RISC
acts as a processor while AVATAR as an accelerator. The RISC processor
provides the overall supervisory control while AVATAR accelerates the tar-
geted kernels. The control system is implemented in software in a way that
in each control loop iteration the RISC processor counts the total number of

1 The design and implementation of this case-study has been published in article [48].
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Node Algorithm Dynamic Active Dynamic
CGRA Size (Type) Power Time Energy
Other HW (mW) (µs) (µJ)

N0 Radix-4 FFT
8×9 PE (64-point) 12.98 3523.3 45.7

N1 Complex MVM
4×8 PE (64-Order) 11.54 2270.2 26.2

N2 Radix-(2, 4) FFT
4×16 PE (128-point) 21.21 2458.6 52.1

N3 Real MVM
4×4 PE (32nd Order) 6.16 7631.7 47.0

N4 General Flow
RISC Control 5.72 13382.4 76.5

N5 Real MVM
4×8 PE (32nd Order) 9.96 5752.7 57.3

N6 Real MVM
4×16 PE (32nd Order) 17.57 3832.1 67.3

N7 - 0.03 - -
N8 Real MVM

4×32 PE (32nd Order) 32.64 1896.7 61.9
NoC - 0.67 13382.4 8.97

Integration
Logic - 31.54 - -
Total - 150.02 - 442.97

Table 14. Dynamic Energy Estimation for each CGRA Node and the NoC.

© 2014 IEEE [47]

clock cycles it requires for AVATAR to complete the functional execution of
the kernels. It then calculates the difference between the user-stated goal and
the current number of clock cycles and based on the difference it tunes the fre-
quency of the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) devices driving the computational
and memory units of AVATAR. As soon as the desired operating frequency is
achieved within the allowed tolerance levels, the control loop lock is achieved
and further tuning of the operating frequency stops. It has been observed that
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Platform / Performance Platform’s HARP’s
Technology Metric Value Value Gain

NineSilica [62] / FFT Exe.
FPGA 40 nm Time (µs) 10.3 4.2 2.5X

TTA-MPSoC / [63] dyn.pwr/freq
CMOS 130 nm (mW/MHz) 0.52 1.5 0.34X

[64] /
FPGA 90 nm GOPS 19.2 40.8 2.0X

DREAM / [65]
CMOS 90 nm GOPS/mW 0.2 0.032 0.16X
P2012 / [28]

CMOS 90 nm GOPS/mW 0.04 0.032 0.8X
MORPHEUS / [26]

CMOS 90 nm GOPS/mW 0.02 0.032 1.6X
Table 15. Comparisons based on different performance metrics with HARP imple-

mentation at 100.0 MHz on a 28 nm FPGA.

© 2014 IEEE [47]

when the control loop is active, there has been significant reduction in the
average dynamic power dissipation.
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Fig. 14. The activation and timing window of each kernel on a CGRA node in HARP.
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6. CONCLUSION

This thesis work expands from the design and development of different types
CGRAs to a multicore heterogeneous architecture. It presents architectures
of CREMA, AVATAR, SCREMA and HARP. The first three are template-
based partially-scalable CGRAs while the later one is also a template based
but a Heterogeneous Accelerator-Rich Platform. From CREMA, SCREMA
and AVATAR, accelerator of sizes 4×4, 4×8, 6×8, 9×8, 4×16 and 4×32 PE
were generated. These accelerators could perform integer or complex matrix-
vector multiplication or Fast Fourier Transform processing while satisfying
the execution time constraints of IEEE-802.11a/g/n standard. Furthermore,
these accelerators were synthesized on Stratix-IV/V FPGAs and evaluated for
different performance metrics including resource utilization, operating fre-
quency, overall execution time, power dissipation and energy consumption.
From the estimations, it could be observed that the dynamic power dissipa-
tion increases as the parallelism offered by the CGRA increases.

An rASIP was also designed as part of this research work by integrating
AVATAR template into the datapath of a RISC processor. The instruction-
set of the RISC core was extended by introducing additional instructions to
enable basic and advanced operations on the AVATAR generated accelerator.
The rASIP was performing 64 and 128-point FFT in radix-(2, 4) scheme
while partially satisfying execution-time constraints for IEEE-802.11n stand-
ard. Measurement and estimation of different performance metrics proved the
advantages of using rASIP over typical processor/coprocessor based system.

HARP’s design was motivated by the Dark Silicon problem and to replace
the under utilized part of the chip with special-purpose accelerators. Another
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motivation was to maximize the number of PEs available on a chip to meet
the ever increasing demand for throughput. HARP was a template-based ar-
chitecture consisting of nine nodes of a NoC where each node contains a
CGRA generated accelerator except the central node which contains a RISC
processor. The RISC processor performs the overall supervisory control and
establishes synchronization between the accelerator cores. With the help of
the NoC, all the accelerator cores can address each other while working inde-
pendently and simultaneously. The accelerator nodes were performing differ-
ent lengths and types of FFT algorithms, real and complex MVM of different
orders. HARP was compared to other state-of-the-art platforms in terms of
many performance metrics. The HARP case-study shows the advantages of
using a loosely-coupled heterogeneous accelerator-rich platform while max-
imizing the number of reconfigurable computational resources on a platform.

6.1 Future Work

CGRAs can be an interesting solution to the Dark Silicon problem of mul-
ticore scaling. They can be programmed at the data-flow level. However, in
the current situation, the industry and academia do not have an appropriate
compiler support for them. It would be a great opportunity for the research
community to investigate into this area.

A standard model of homogeneous multicore scaling can be developed as a
reference platform where the thermal breakdown is known at a certain op-
erating frequency. Some of the cores can be replaced with special-purpose
accelerators and then the performance of the platform can be re-evaluated.

The accelerator-rich platform has the potential to be a suitable candidate for
IEEE-802.11ac, 4G and 5G radio standards. It would be interesting to evalu-
ate HARP and its future derivatives for these standards.

Heterogeneous platforms exist in different definitions. A platform like HARP
is using only CGRAs of different types and sizes for application-specific
needs. A platform like MORPHEUS has an FPGA, a middle grain device
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integrated with a VLIW processor and a CGRA. The homogeneous and het-
erogeneous platforms have their own advantages and disadvantages. It would
be interesting to evaluate a blend of both, i.e., a partial-homogeneous integ-
rated with a partial-heterogeneous platform.
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Abstract— In this paper, we have scaled-up a Coarse-Grain
Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) in specific widths to evaluate
matrix-vector multiplication and radix-4 64-point Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) algorithms. The evaluation of different CGRAs
is based on complexity in application mapping, performance and
area utilization. Reducing the product development time and
achieving higher reliability has always been the need of industry
and system integrators. The low-level designers and application
developers need higher performance with minimum resources.
Based on our evaluation, we propose a choice of array sizes
for fulfilling the needs of both system integrators and low-level
designers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scaling an algorithm and maintaining a performance level
while increasing or decreasing the number of processors has
always been a matter of concern for designers. Reducing the
product development cycle and maintaining a higher reliability
especially for mission critical applications require system in-
tegration and scalability has always been important in this do-
main. On the other side the Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE)
cost of the project increases due to the complexity in appli-
cation mapping. To use a Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable Array
(CGRA) is attractive for application engineers as it offers a
high level of parallelism, throughput and run-time reconfig-
urability. These features make them ideal to support different
applications and switch between them at run-time. Examples
of some of the CGRAs are Morphosys[1], ADRES[2], PACT-
XPP[3], BUTTER[6] and CREMA[4]. However, it has always
been challenging to decide which kind of CGRA to be used
for a set of applications. The mapping of applications depends
on the order of a CGRA in terms of rows and columns. The
selection of the order is also complicated as it directly effects
the performance, area utilization and NRE cost of the project.

A CGRA is an array of processing elements (PE) and each
PE is capable to perform a set of different arithmetic, algebraic
and logical tasks. The PEs can exchange data with each
other using different types of interconnections, for example
multiplexed point-to-point or network infrastructure. A CGRA
can be a stand-alone device or working as an accelerator with
a Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) processor. The
RISC processor can perform general-purpose processing while
the computationally intensive kernels can be processed by
the CGRA. Many successful case studies related to CGRAs
are meeting the timing constraints for FFT processing in
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) based

demodulators [5], Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
(WCDMA) cell search [7], Finite Impulse Response Filter
[14], Turbo Codes [15] and Image and Video processing
applications [6], [16].

In this paper, we have selected CREMA which is a 4 × 8
PE CGRA and scaled it to a 6× 8, 9× 8 and 4× 16 PE array
required for the mapping of (1 × 4) × (4 × 4) matrix-vector
multiplication and radix-4 64-point FFT kernels. We have
analyzed the mapping of these kernels, performed simulations
and obtained synthesis results. Based on our analysis, we
observed the influence of dimensioning on two different design
strategies i.e.,

1) Rapid Prototyping and System Integration
2) Global Optimum Implementation for Area and Speed
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the

architecture of CREMA and its scaling to generate 6 × 8,
9 × 8 and 4 × 16 PE arrays. In the next section, we give
a brief introduction to matrix-vector multiplication and FFT.
In Section IV we present the mapping of (1 × 4) × (4 × 4)
matrix-vector multiplication and radix-4 64-point FFT on the
scaled arrays. Section V discusses the results and finally we
draw some conclusions.

II. CREMA AND ITS SCALABILITY

CREMA is a 32-bit template-based CGRA which means
it can generate special-purpose accelerators on the specified
mapping. The template mechanism allows only those hardware
resources to be generated that are required for a specific ap-
plication. CREMA generated accelerator works with COFFEE
RISC processor [8] in a processor/co-processor model. The
overall system comprises also a memory and interface for
the peripherals. All the system components interact with each
other using a network of switched interconnections. CREMA
consists of a matrix of 4×8 PEs and each PE can be connected
to the other PEs using local and global connections. The
details about the structure of CREMA and its local and global
connections can be found in [4]. Each PE is capable to perform
a set of different arithmetic and logical operations in integer
and IEEE-754 floating point format. CREMA is equipped
with two 32-bit local memories each of size 16 × 256. In
between the local memories, there are I/O buffers that provide
interleaving to the data during the transfer from the local
memories to the processing array. The I/O buffers consist of
registers and multiplexers. The multiplexers interleave the data



and then the data is stored in the registers. The I/O buffers
and the PEs are supported by configuration memories that are
loaded with configuration words. These words select a pattern
of interleaving among the I/O buffers and the operation to be
performed by the PEs at a particular time. The combination of
I/O buffers interleaving pattern and the set of operations to be
performed by the PEs define a context. The context is designed
and implemented by the user using a graphical platform or a
C-based programming language. The accelerator generated can
support at maximum eight different set of operations for the PE
array and 32 different interleaving patterns for the I/O buffers.
However more sets of operations can be designed and loaded
replacing the previous ones as required. The configuration
words are loaded in the configuration memories of the PEs
from the main memory using the using the Direct Memory
Access (DMA) device [9]. Similarly using the DMA, the data
to be processed are loaded from the main memory of COFFEE
RISC processor to one of the local memories of CREMA.
The configuration words for the PE array are distributed using
a pipeline infrastructure which reduces the overhead for this
task [11]. The control flow of the program is written in C and
COFFEE RISC performs the control operations on CREMA
generated accelerators by a polling mechanism. A typical
control flow performed by these accelerators is explained in
[10].

In addition to the template-based structure of CREMA
which allows resource-aware mapping of applications, scaling
required by an application can be performed to keep the
number of execution contexts to only one. Scaling can be
achieved by increasing or decreasing the number of rows or
columns as required by the application. For example, in [10],
the 4×8 PE size of CREMA allows two radix-2 FFT butterflies
to be mapped in parallel. If such a parallelism is not required
and the task could be performed by only one butterfly then
half of the array remains useless. In this case, it is better to
instantiate only four columns than the fixed size of eight. In
contrast to this, if higher throughput or parallelism is required,
addition of rows or columns on demand can increase the scope
of application mapping. Fig. 1 shows the overall system in use
and scalability of CREMA in terms of rows and columns.

CREMA was designed using VHDL and the whole structure
is parametric. It requires only changing a few parameters in
the definition of CREMA that can generate more rows as
required. However, it is not simple to add more columns. The
I/O buffers that provide interleaving need to be modified as
they are supposed to provide access to each input of the PE in
the first row to every bank in one of the local memories. By
increasing the array size by one column requires additional
two memory banks in local memories to be added as the
PE has two inputs. This would also require the I/O buffers
to expand. The expansion would include the addition of two
registers and two multiplexers. Since the number of inputs of
regular multiplexers is a power of two, some of the multiplexer
inputs will be wasted. This additional hardware will increase
the area utilization and propagation delays. To avoid wasting
these inputs, it is better to scale-up the number of columns

Fig. 1. System Architecture and Scaling in CREMA

in powers of two. For example, scaling of 4 × 8 PE array to
4×16 would need upgrading the multiplexer size one step up,
i.e., from 16× 1 to 32× 1 and the number of memory banks
would increase to 32. In this way, each input of a multiplexer
will get connected to one of the 32 memory banks and none
of the inputs will be wasted.

Scaling up or down a CGRA depends on the optimal map-
ping of an application in terms of performance, area utilization,
power and development time. We have selected two important
applications to scale-up CREMA: matrix-vector multiplication
and radix-4 64-point FFT. Matrix-vector multiplication is
of key importance in almost all disciplines of science and
engineering. Algorithms from computational fluid dynamics
to genetics involve exhaustive computations depending on
matrix-vector multiplication. An FFT calculation is required
many times during the analysis of signals. These days different
communication standards using OFDM demodulation require
FFT processing with strict timing constraints [13]. For both of
these applications, we have scaled up CREMA to a 6×8, 9×8
and a 4× 16 PE array. The 4× 16 PE array allows mapping
of both of these applications that are otherwise performed by
6× 8 and 9× 8 individually.

The extension of CREMA to 6 × 8 and 9 × 8 PEs CGRA
was the only possible dimensioning to map matrix-vector
multiplication and radix-4 FFT processing in a single context
while restricting the number of columns to eight. A one step-
up increase in the number of columns is 16 from 8 as the
columns increases by a power of two. This is because of the



use of regular multiplexers in the I/O buffers. Both of the
matrix-vector multiplication and radix-4 FFT butterfly can be
mapped using four rows while keeping the number of columns
equal to sixteen.

III. MATRIX-VECTOR MULTIPLICATION AND FFT
ALGORITHM

The matrix-vector multiplication process can be defined as
follows. Consider A = [ai,j ] is an N × N matrix and

−→
b =

[bi] is a vector to be multiplied to produce a product vector−→c = [ci], where

ci =

N−1∑

j=0

ai,jbj (1)

FFT is a technique to compute the discrete Fourier Trans-
form of a signal in digital systems. Mathematically it can be
defined as

X[k] =
N−1∑

n=0

x[k]Wnk
N (2)

where n is any sample among N samples to be processed and
Wnk

N = exp(−j2πnk/N) is a twiddle factor.
The theory behind radix-2m,m ∈ Z+ FFT algorithm is

well known [12]. The basic unit of FFT structure is called a
’butterfly’ and is shown for m = 1, 2 with their mathematical
representation and explanation in [10].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION ON CGRA
The implementation of matrix-vector multiplication requires

six rows if the number of columns are restricted to eight and N
is considered equal to four in Eq. 1. A total number of sixteen
multiplications need to be performed that require all the PEs
of the first two rows. The sixteen elements of matrix A are
stored in the immediate registers of the PEs in the first two
rows while the vector

−→
b is loaded in the first local memory.

To store the elements of matrix A in immediate registers, two
execution contexts are required to address each row separately.
Since we are performing integer processing, there has to be
a shift operation after each multiplication. The shift amount
can be loaded into the immediate registers of the third and
fourth row using additional contexts. Time required to load the
immediate registers with the shift amount is not considered
part of the overall execution time since they can be loaded
during the system start-up time. The fourth and fifth row is
used to carry out the addition operation. The context used for
the multiplication, shift and addition operations is shown in
Fig. 2.

As another case study, we have implemented integer radix-
4 FFT algorithm by increasing the number of rows to nine
while restricting the number of columns to only eight. A total
number of 16 inputs provided by eight columns can receive
all the data required in parallel in a single cycle. The main
processing context is the implementation of mathematical
equations representing the radix-4 butterfly in [10]. The im-
plementation of radix-4 butterfly requires twelve multiplication

Fig. 2. Matrix-Vector Multiplication using 6× 8 PE Array

operations and therefore twelve shift operations. The rest of the
processing elements perform the required number of additions
and subtractions. The shift operations require loading the shift
amount by an additional context. The time required to load the
shift amount is not considered in the overall execution since
it can be considered in the system start-up time. A radix-4
64-point FFT algorithm requires sixteen butterflies in each
processing stage to give a maximum processing speed but
that is an expensive choice consuming more FPGA resources
than implementing one butterfly and processes the 64 points of
data over it. This method requires preprocessing between every
processing stage to reorder data for the next stage processing.
For this, we have implemented additional contexts based on
delay-chains that reorder the data in time-division multiplexing
fashion. The main processing context carrying the radix-4
butterfly is implemented using a 9× 8 PE array and is shown
in Fig. 3.

Both the applications discussed above require different
number of rows while keeping the number of columns fixed.
Contrary to increasing the number of rows, the number of
columns was increased to sixteen and number of rows was
fixed to four while scaling CREMA. The designed 4 × 16
PE array has a definite structural supremacy over the two
6 × 8 and 9 × 8 PE arrays as it can process both matrix-
vector multiplication and radix-4 64-point FFT with a better
or almost the same speed. Due to its ability to take 32 inputs
at a time, it can easily receive sixteen words of the matrix
and four words of the vector required for seamless mapping



Fig. 4. Radix-4 FFT Butterfly and Matrix-Vector Multiplication Mapping on 4× 16 PE Array

Application rows × columns ALUT Memory ALUT Logic Registers 18-bit DSP
Matrix-Vector Multiplication 6× 8 11,757 48 9,606 64
Matrix-Vector Multiplication 4× 16 21,131 0 10,518 64

Radix-4 FFT 9× 8 12,475 448 10,997 48
Radix-4 FFT 4× 16 29,361 0 8,760 48

TABLE I
RESOURCE UTILIZATION BY ACCELERATORS GENERATED USING CGRAS OF DIFFERENT SIZES

of (1 × 4) × (4 × 4) matrix-vector multiplication kernel. So
in this case, only one context is required to implement the
multiplication task. In case of FFT mapping on 4×16 PE array,
all the equations shown in [10] characterizing a radix-4 FFT

butterfly can be mapped in a single context. The preprocessing
stages to reorder the data have been implemented using delay-
chain contexts. Fig. 4/a shows radix-4 64-point FFT and Fig.
4/b shows matrix-vector multiplication mapping on 4×16 PE



Application rows × columns COFFEE (Slow) ACR (Slow) COFFEE (Fast) ACR (Fast) ACR Cycles Exe Time
Matrix-Vector Multiplication 6× 8 123.41 252.53 200.6 418.59 149 0.74 µs
Matrix-Vector Multiplication 4× 16 119.89 228.0 198.57 327.44 91 0.45 µs

Radix-4 FFT 9× 8 112.47 191.02 182.52 320.92 221 1.22 µs
Radix-4 FFT 4× 16 127.65 211.28 210.93 295.86 191 1.29 µs

TABLE II
SYNTHESIS FREQUENCIES (MHZ) OF COFFEE AND ACCELERATORS (ACR) GENERATED

Fig. 3. Radix-4 64-point FFT Processing Context in a 9× 8 PE Array

array.

V. RESULTS

The accelerators that we generated from different CGRA
templates made by scaling-up CREMA were synthesized
for Altera’s Stratix-IV device. Simulations were performed
using ModelSim and the number of clock cycles required
for each kernel was measured in terms of COFFEE clock
cycles since the generated accelerators always get a higher
synthesis frequency than COFFEE, and on the other hand the
comparison point is a software implementation executing on

the host processor. During the simulations, the ratio between
COFFEE and accelerator clock cycles was set according to
the synthesis frequencies obtained.

Table I shows the area utilization summary of different
accelerators generated. The consumption of ALUTs on the
FPGA device is almost twice in case of 4× 16 PE array than
for the other arrays in comparison. This is mainly because of
the increase in the multiplexer size from 16×1 to 32×1 in the
I/O buffers. The consumption of DSP resources are the same.
Since CREMA is a 32-bit CGRA, the result of multiplication
of two 32-bit numbers would result in a 64-bit number. To deal
with a 32-bit multiplication, four 18-bit elements on the FPGA
device are required. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 4/b, it can be observed
that the total number of 32-bit multipliers in the context are
sixteen and in Table I, a total of 16 × 4 = 64 18-bit DSP
elements were used.

The structure of 4× 16 PE array has a reduced application
development time compared to the other arrays. However it is
important to know the execution time required by different
kernels on the accelerators generated. Table II shows the
synthesis frequencies in the fast and slow timing models of
the Stratix-IV device. The fast and slow timing models are
based on different operating condition. Higher frequencies can
be obtained while keeping the temperature low during the
synthesis. From the table, it can be observed that the clock
cycles required by 4×16 PE array are less than required by the
other array sizes and it has a better or almost equal execution
time. Considering the reduced application development time
and the numerical figures from Table II, the 4× 16 PE array
will be the system integrator’s choice. The compact mapping
of radix-4 FFT butterfly in a 9 × 8 PE array requires almost
half of ALUTs as shown in Table I and requires a bit less
execution time than its comparative 4× 16 PE array mapping
making it a better choice for low-level designers concentrating
on the characteristics of a single application.

The motivation for choosing those specific CGRA dimen-
sions came from the natural parallelism of the algorithms
evaluated. The time required to develop an application reduces
if a higher bandwidth (number of columns) CGRA is used.
A higher bandwidth allows step-by-step implementation of
operations and in order placement of data in local memories
related to a mathematical equation. On the other side, it is
complex to design an accelerator with more pipeline registers,
in other words increasing the number of rows of a CGRA. To
implement an application with a limited bandwidth CGRA,
the number of rows has to be increased to implement the
operations required. This results in out of order placement



of data in local memories and irregular implementation of
operations in a CGRA.

VI. CONCLUSION

A wrong decision in project management may lead to
design failure. Decisions are mostly based on the objectives
of the project and financial limitations. In this paper, we
focused on the scalability of Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable
Array (CGRA) devices and scaled-up a 4 × 8 processing
element (PE) CGRA to 6× 8, 9× 8 and 4× 16 PE CGRAs.
We evaluated these CGRAs for development and execution
time plus resource utilization. The evaluation was performed
for two important and frequently used applications in science
and engineering that are matrix-vector multiplication and Fast
Fourier Transform algorithms. Based on our evaluation, we
would recommend 4 × 16 (rows × columns) PE CGRA for
rapid prototyping of applications and system integration. The
6× 8 and 9× 8 PE CGRA would be advisable for designers
searching for global optimum implementation with respect to
resource utilization and execution time.
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Abstract Designing accelerators for the real-time com-
putation of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms
for state-of-the-art Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) demodulators has always been
challenging. We have scaled-up a template-based Coarse-
Grain Reconfigurable Array device for faster FFT
processing that generates special purpose accelerators
based on the user input. Using a basic and a scaled-
up version, we have generated a radix-4 and mixed-
radix (2, 4) FFT accelerator to process different length
and types of algorithms. Our implementation results
show that these accelerators satisfy not only the exe-
cution time requirements of FFT processing for Single
Input Single Output (SISO) wireless standards that
are IEEE-802.11 a/g and 3GPP-LTE but also for Mul-
tiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) IEEE-802.11n
standard.
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1 Introduction

Multifunction devices are gaining popularity in indus-
trial and consumer markets. The competition increases
among different vendors to produce low-cost high-end
products with a vast number of appealing features.
A well-known example of multifunction devices is a
cellular phone. Today’s users want their cell phones to
work on different communication standards as well as
with audio/video streaming features, as a digital camera
and a navigator. All of this is possible with embedded
technology. An embedded system can be defined as
a special purpose computing system with a balanced
mixture of software with flexibility and hardware for
application performance. A good example of this is a
Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) processor
working with accelerators in a processor/co-processor
model.

Coarse Grain Reconfigurable Arrays (CGRA) are a
powerful class of accelerators that offer high through-
put and parallelism by their structure. Due to its ability
to perform several tasks, a CGRA occupies an area of a
few million gates which makes it expensive on the chip
and its presence in the system can not justified unless
they are heavily utilized. Examples of such general-
purpose CGRAs are BUTTER [1], Morphosys [2],
ADRES [3] and PACT-XPP [4]. The basic building
block of a CGRA is a reconfigurable Processing Ele-
ment (PE) which is capable of performing a set of arith-
metic and logical tasks on word-sized data (16–64 bits
depending on the system). Each PE can be connected
to the neighbouring PEs in point-to-point fashion or
using a network on chip. The user defines the opera-
tions to be formed by each PE and also the intercon-
nections at compile time which together make up the
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configuration patterns for the CGRA. These patterns
are loaded in the configuration memories of the CGRA
and are enabled one at a time by the RISC core.
On enabling a pattern, the data start getting executed
over the CGRA. In this process, the result from each
PE gets passed on to the next PE depending on the
interconnection configuration. In many cases only a few
hardware operators are used for an application rather
than the over-all resources carried by each PE. To
overcome this problem, we developed a template-based
CGRA called CREMA (Coarse-grain REconfigurable
with Mapping Adaptiveness) [5]. Using a template-
based CGRA, only those resources can be instantiated
that are required for a particular application. CREMA
has been proven efficient in many case studies like
matrix-vector multiplication [5], Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) [6] and Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access (WCDMA) cell search [7]. In Wireless Local
Area Network (WLAN) 802.11n standard, there are 1–
4 simultaneous data sequences that can be transmitted
and received using 4 × 4 antenna configurations [8].
The transceiver has four Radio Frequency (RF) front
ends followed by Analog to Digital (A/D) converters,
Automatic Gain Control (AGC), time synchronization
and frequency synchronization. Then there are four
FFT processing blocks and then channel estimation and
MIMO detection. The next cascaded blocks are a de-
spatial parser, de-puncturer and channel decoder. The
IEEE-802.11n transceiver can work with two lengths
(64 or 128-points) of data sequences with different
base-band frequency bandwidths, 20–40 MHz. As an
option, one of them can be selected at a time depending
on the throughput need. The block diagram of IEEE-

802.11n WLAN receiver is shown in Fig. 1 [9, 10]. In
all of these processing blocks, FFT blocks are among
the most computation intensive. The IEEE-802.11n
standard requires the FFT processing of 1–4 simulta-
neous data sequences with different timing constraints
depending on their length. In particular four sets of 64
and 128-point FFT should get executed within 3.6 and
4.0 μs respectively [8]. The traditional approach is to
increase the number of FFT accelerators as required
but this increases the on-chip area proportionally. In
this paper, we have treated four parallel streams serially
and tried to use one FFT accelerator to process them
within the given time constraints.

FFT is a special class of discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). Mathematically the discrete Fourier transform
can be defined, if the input samples to a system are xn,
where n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1 as

X[k] =
N−1∑

n=0

x[k]Wnk
N (1)

where n is any sample among N samples to be
processed and Wnk

N = exp(− j2πnk/N) is a twiddle fac-
tor. The theory behind radix-2m FFT algorithms is well
known [11], where m ∈ Z + and its structural unit is
called a butterfly. As m increases, the number of execu-
tion stages decreases for FFT processing but increases
the arithmetic resources required by the butterfly in
addition to the complexity of the FFT structure. The
details regarding the butterfly and FFT structures can
be found in [6]. A 64-point FFT requires six stages to be
executed by a radix-2 butterfly but the same task can be
performed in three stages if a radix-4 butterfly is used.

Figure 1 IEEE-802.11n receiver block diagram.
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Figure 2 Mixed-radix (2, 4)
FFT structure.
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However a 128-point FFT can not be processed by a
radix-4 butterfly and the radix-2 one requires expensive
seven stages to process it. However, if a mixed-radix
scheme is used, the 128-point FFT can be solved in four
stages. This can be performed by processing the first
stage with a radix-2 butterfly and as a result the 128-
point FFT structure splits in two halves. Each half will
be a 64-point FFT which can be processed by a radix-
4 butterfly in three stages. The signal flow graph for a
mixed-radix, 128-point FFT structure is shown in Fig. 2.

The accelerators generated using CREMA can
process 64 and 1024-points FFT for SISO OFDM stan-
dards that are IEEE-802.11a/g and 3GPP Long Term
Evolution (LTE) respectively [12]. To achieve higher
FFT processing speed, we performed hardware and
software upgrades on CREMA to create its scaled-
up version called AVATAR (Advanced Value-Added
Template Array with Reconfigurability) and imple-
mented 4 × 64-point and 4 × 128-point FFT for MIMO
OFDM IEEE-802.11n standard. The work in this pa-
per carries the novelty for achieving FFT execution
time constraints for IEEE-802.11n standard that has
never been implemented before using a CGRA. In
recent past, IEEE-802.11n performance was achieved
by ASIC implementations of single and multipath de-
lay feedback FFT processing hardwares mentioned in
[9, 10].

In Section 2, we discuss the architecture of CREMA
and the next section is dedicated to the structure, opera-
tional features and capabilities of AVATAR. Section 3
discusses the design of mixed-radix FFT accelerator
using AVATAR and mapping of different length and
types of FFT algorithm. Section 5 presents the simu-
lation and synthesis results and finally we present the
conclusion.

2 CREMA

CREMA is a template-based CGRA that allows to
select at compile time only those hardware resources
that are to be used by a specific application. In this way
it generates special-purpose accelerators tailored for
the specific mapping. CREMA is a 32-bit CGRA com-
posed of 4 × 8 PEs and works with COFFEE [13] RISC
in a processor/co-processor model. Each PE can per-
form integer and IEEE-754 floating-point arithmetic
operations. The PE has two operand inputs and two
outputs and can interact with the inputs and outputs
of the neighbouring PEs in local and global fashion.
The local connections are up-left (A,B), up-right (A,B),
up (A,B), left (A,B) and loop (A), where A and B are
the left and right outputs of PE. The local connection,

loop(A) creates the feed-back path from the left or
right output of a PE to any of the inputs of the PE above
it. The global connections include horizontal and ver-
tical connections. The horizontal connection connects
any of the selected inputs of a PE to one of the outputs
of the right-most PE in the immediate top row. The
vertical connection connects any of the input of a PE to
the I/O buffers which will be discussed later. A pattern
of interconnections and operations to be performed by
each PE in the CGRA defines a ’context’. The context
switching is based on the configuration words stored in
32 memories, each associated to its corresponding PE.
These configuration memories are loaded with words
with the help of Direct Memory Access (DMA) [14]
device which works in a tight coupling with CREMA.
Once the configuration words are fetched from the
main memory of COFFEE by the DMA, they are
distributed over the CGRA with the help of a pipelined
infrastructure [15]. Each configuration word is com-
posed of an address field and data field. The pipelined
infrastructure distributes the configuration words based
on their address field. Each context is defined with
the help of a graphical platform called Firetool (FIeld
programming and REconfiguration management Tool)
which is based on drop-down menu selection [16].
The contexts can also be defined using a C-based
environment. Using the Firetool, the operation to be
performed by each PE and the interconnections with
neighbouring PEs are selected and saved. Additional
contexts can be designed and implemented from time to
time if required. Firetool then generates configuration
files that are used for mapping. CREMA is equipped
with two local memories and the data to be processed
is loaded in one of the local memories. Once that data
gets processed over the CGRA, it is stored in the
other memory. The direction of data flow between the
local memories can be reversed and the context can
be switched as required unless the final results for an
application have not been obtained yet.

3 System Architecture and AVATAR

To achieve higher FFT processsing speed, we wanted
to develop a CGRA that could carry the whole radix-
4 FFT butterfly in a single context. For this purpose,
we developed AVATAR which is a 32-bit, 4 × 16 PEs
CGRA. Many of the features of AVATAR have been
inherited from CREMA. The system architecture is
mainly composed of COFFEE RISC processor and
AVATAR which is a highly parallel template-based
CGRA. AVATAR is tightly coupled in the system with
the help of a DMA device [14]. The general purpose
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Figure 3 The embedded processing model.

processing is performed by COFFEE which is pro-
grammable in C while the computation intensive ker-
nels are executed by the accelerators generated by
AVATAR. The DMA interacts with COFFEE, system
memory and I/O peripherals with the help of a ma-
trix of switched interconnections that enable a higher
data transfer rate. The control logic block allows the
DMA and AVATAR to run with the timing parame-
ters defined by the user. The over-all system diagram is
shown in Fig. 3

AVATAR, depicted in Fig. 4, is a scaled-up version
of CREMA with a higher operating frequency than
COFFEE. AVATAR is equipped with two memories
for the processing of data. Each memory has 32 banks
that are dual-port and can store 512 × 32-bit words. The
data to be processed is loaded from the main memory of
the system to any of the local memories of AVATAR
by using the DMA device. In between the local memo-
ries and AVATAR, there are I/O buffers that provide
data interleaving in a way that every memory bank can
be accessed by every input of the PEs in the first row.
In CREMA, the I/O buffers were composed of 16 of
16 × 1 multiplexers and registers as to be able to take
data from any of the 16 memory banks and to provide
to the input of PEs in the first row. Each of the 16 multi-
plexers is associated to only one of the inputs in the first
row of CREMA. Since CREMA was scaled up to be
AVATAR, a total of 32 instances of 32 × 1 multiplex-
ers were required with 32 registers to provide data from
32 memory banks to any of the PE inputs in the first
row of AVATAR. The I/O buffer configuration words
are loaded from the main memory to the configuration
memories by the DMA transfers that are used to se-
lect different configurations for the I/O buffers. As
there are 16 columns in AVATAR and there are 32
memory banks constituting each local memory, each

Figure 4 AVATAR
(Advanced Value-Added
Template Array with
Reconfigurability).
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input of a PE has a 1-to-1 correspondence to a mem-
ory bank in the local memories. The operations to
be performed and interconnections among the PEs
in AVATAR are similar to CREMA with the only
difference in the vertical connections. The vertical con-
nections in AVATAR bypasses the I/O buffers and
connects the input of a PE directly with the correspond-
ing memory bank as to provide maximum possible
interleaving for the I/O buffers.

Every PE contains arithmetic and logical operators.
The arithmetic operations can be performed in both in-
teger and floating point (IEEE-754) format that include
addition, subtraction, multiplication and also of imme-
diate type. The logical operations include shift and the
other types can be performed by using a look-up table
inside each PE. As AVATAR is also a template like
CREMA, only those arithmetic and logical resources
are selected at compile time that are to be used at
run-time to save as much on-chip area as possible. In
this way only those resources are instantiated that the
user selects. If a PE has to do more than one task, a
configuration memory and a multiplexer are also gen-
erated inside a PE to select between output of different
operators at run-time. The size of the configuration
memory and multiplexer depends on the number of
resources generated. The configuration words for mem-
ories inside a PE are also loaded by the DMA. The
Firetool was also made flexible to support operations
for AVATAR as well as for CREMA.

After the configuration words are loaded for the I/O
buffers and the PEs, the data to be processed can be
loaded in one of the local memories of AVATAR.
A context for I/O buffers and PEs array can be en-
abled and data can be processed over the array. The
processed data stored in the second memory after the
interleaving provided by the second I/O buffer. The di-
rection of data processing can be reversed and another
context can be enabled as required.

4 Design of FFT Accelerator

A mixed-radix accelerator was designed using
AVATAR by mapping four different contexts. The
first two contexts contain the radix-2 and radix-4 but-
terflies respectively, the other two were used for data
reordering. These contexts were designed and imple-
mented using Firetool. Using the mixed-radix scheme,
the accelerator can process different lengths of FFT
structures efficiently. Every FFT structure requires a
certain number of processing stages, for example radix-
2, 64-point FFT structure requires six processing stages
and will executed in minimum number of clock cycles

if 32 butterflies are working in parallel. Increasing the
number of butterflies for FFT processing increases the
arithmetic resources required, so the conventional way
is to use only one butterfly and process the data in a
time-multiplexed manner. This requires preprocessing
to re-order the data between the two consecutive stages
of FFT.

The 4 × 16 array size of AVATAR allows four radix-
2 butterflies to be mapped to work in parallel in a single
context. This context is used to process the first stage of
the 128-point FFT structure shown in Fig. 2. The word
length for data to be processed and twiddle factors is
selected to be 12 bits for both real and imaginary parts
to meet IEEE-802.11n system requirements. The 128-
point data followed by twiddle factors is loaded in the
first local memory of the FFT accelerator using the
DMA transfers. The sample points and twiddle factors
are loaded in such a way so the task of processing is
distributed among the four radix-2 butterflies equally.
The 128 points are processed in 16 avatar clock cycles
(cc) with a latency of four clock cycles. From Table 1,
radix-2 FFT butterfly requires four multiplications and
therefore four shift operations. Since we are processing
12-bit numbers into 32-bit register elements, the num-
bers do not overflow even if we do an addition or sub-
traction after multiplications. As shown in Fig. 5, a shift
operation is performed after an addition or subtraction.
The shift operation is performed according to a fixed
value (12 bits) loaded in the immediate registers of the
PE over the vertical connections. During the processing
of data, the interleaving provided by the first I/O buffer
distributes the data to the four radix-2 butterflies. The
second I/O buffer interleaves the results from the array
to be stored in the second local memory in a way that
it can be used by the second context without any data
re-ordering.

The second context is a radix-4 butterfly that
processes the second, third and fourth stage as regular
64 point FFT processing by a radix-4 butterfly. To
process 64 points FFT, only the second context is used
to process a stage. The radix-4 FFT butterfly has four

Table 1 Stages, arithmetic and logical operators required by
different length and types of FFT.

FFT type Length Stages Adds Subs Muls Shifts

Radix-2 64 6
128 7 3 3 4 4
4 × 128 7

Radix-4 64 3
1,024 5 15 15 12 12
4 × 64 3

Radix-2,4 4 × 128 4 18 18 16 16
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Figure 5 The first context consisting of four radix-2 butterflies.

complex samples and three twiddle factors as its inputs.
This means fourteen integer inputs in total but the de-
sign of the second context (radix-4) requires redundant
data loading of twiddle factors. The twiddle factors
are supplied to the array by the vertical connections
that are not flexible as they by-pass the I/O buffers.
The samples processed by the first context (radix-2)

have to be distributed to the four radix-2 butterflies
in a way that the results generated by the context are
following the splitting of radix-2 FFT structure in two
equal parts. The two parts of the results generated by
the first context are stored in left and right half of the
second memory simultaneously. The direction of data
processing now gets reversed and the second context

Figure 6 The second context consisting of a radix-4 butterfly.
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Table 2 Synthesis frequencies (MHz) of COFFEE RISC and
AVATAR generated accelerators in single and dual AVATAR
system (D. AVATAR sys).

Timing model COFFEE CREMA AVATAR

CREMA Sys (Slow) 125.96 165.02 ×
CREMA Sys (Fast) 199.28 273.15 ×
AVATAR Sys (Slow) 120.63 × 177.34
AVATAR Sys (Fast) 195.96 × 278.32
D. AVATAR Sys (Slow) 118.41 × 166.42
D. AVATAR Sys (Fast) 194.59 × 256.81

(radix-4) is enabled which processes the data generated
by the first context from the left and right half of the
second memory in two steps. In the first step, the I/O
buffer selects the data from the left half of the second
memory and then from the right half. The two-step
execution by the second context require 2×32 cc with
a latency of 5 cc, thus in total makes 42 cc. In the third
and fourth stage, the processing of a stage requires 32
cc plus a latency of 5 cc making a total of 37 cc.

From Table 1, we can see that a radix-4 butterfly
requires 12 multiplications and therefore 12 shift op-
erations. Since we are processing 12-bit numbers on
32-bit register elements, there are not any overflows
even if we do an addition or a subtraction after the
multiplication and then a shift operation. In this way
we have reduced the number of shift operations to only
six instead of the required figure of twelve.

The radix-4 processing starts in the second stage and
each stage from that on requires 32 cc with a latency
of 5 cc. The context designed and implemented for the
radix-4 butterfly is shown in Fig. 6. Between two con-
secutive stage processing, data re-ordering is required.
The data re-ordering is performed by two additional
contexts that are based on delay chains. To re-order the
data, preprocessing contexts are enabled with certain
timing parameters to distribute the data in a way as to
get processed by the next context. The preprocessing
stages require the number of clock cycles based on the
length and the type of FFT structure.

5 Simulation and Synthesis Results

Different lengths and types of FFT kernels were simu-
lated in MATLAB and then mapped on the radix-4 and

mixed-radix (2, 4) accelerator generated by CREMA
and AVATAR respectively. Simulations were per-
formed using ModelSim-Altera software and number
of system clock cycles were measured for each kernel.
The primary measurements are performed in terms of
COFFEE RISC clock cycles both in case of CREMA
and AVATAR generated accelerators. The results
of simulations by ModelSim were compared with
MATLAB to verify the correctness. The radix-4 and
mixed-radix FFT accelerators designed using CREMA
and AVATAR were synthesized using a Altera’s
Stratix-IV FPGA device (EP4S100G5H40I1). Table 2
shows the synthesis frequencies for COFFEE RISC in
the fast and slow timing models and also for CREMA
and AVATAR generated accelerators. The table shows
that the CREMA-generated radix-4 accelerator has a
1.37 X and AVATAR-generated mixed-radix accel-
erator has a 1.42 X higher operating frequency than
COFFEE RISC. After setting these ratios, we per-
formed the simulations for different length and types
of FFT kernels. The number of COFFEE RISC clock
cycles required for execution were measured and ex-
ecution time considering the fast timing model was
calculated shown in Table 3.

The processing of 4 × 64-points by radix-4 FFT
accelerator generated using CREMA requires 802
COFFEE RISC clock cycles and the total execution
times comes out to be 4.02 μs which does not satisfy the
3.6 μs constraint for 802.11n standard. AVATAR gen-
erated mixed-radix accelerator satisfies this constraint
as shown in Table 3 but the system shown in Fig. 3
was unable to qualify the 802.11n timing constraints
for 4 × 128-points FFT processing. To achieve this tim-
ing constraint, a dual system was assembled in a way
that the two systems shown in Fig. 3 are connected
with each other using a dual-port memory interfaced
with both of the network of switched interconnections
on each side. The first stage of 4 × 128-point FFT is
processed by radix-2 butterflies in both of the systems
and then each half gets processed by one of the mixed-
radix accelerators in the dual system. From Table 2,
we can observe that AVATAR works 1.3X faster than
COFFEE RISC in the dual system. The area of the
FPGA device consumed by the system shown in Fig. 3
and the dual system is shown in Table 4. The table
also shows area consumed by a CREMA-based system

Table 3 Clock cycles
required by different length
and type of FFT accelerators.

FFT type Length Clock cycles Exe time CGRA template IEEE standard

radix-4 64 320 1.6 μs CREMA 802.11 a/g �
radix-4 1,024 12,952 64.9 μs CREMA 3GPP-LTE �
radix-4 4 × 64 603 3.07 μs AVATAR 802.11n �
mixed-radix-(2, 4) 4 × 128 759 3.9 μs AVATAR 802.11n �
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Table 4 Area utilization summary of EP4S100G5H40I1 device.

Systems ALUT Logic Regs DSP %

CREMA sys 19,463 13,613 64 7
AVATAR sys 40,227 19,313 128 15
D. AVATAR sys 80,263 37,609 256 31

which is exactly like the system shown in Fig. 3 but
AVATAR replaced by CREMA. In sumamry, we can
observe that the resources of the FPGA device double
if Dual AVATAR system is compared with AVATAR
system and AVATAR system with CREMA system.

The Single-path Delay Feedback (SDF) and Multi-
path Delay Commutator (MDC) architectures dis-
cussed in [9] and [10] were specific for FFT processing
and targeted for ASIC implementation. These SDF and
MDC architectures are the most common to achieve
timing constraints for IEEE-802.11n MIMO OFDM
systems. The use of a template-based CGRA is not
only limited to generate FFT accelerators to achieve
OFDM performance but also suitable for many other
applications as discussed about CREMA in Section 2.
The suitability for multiple applications makes our ar-
chitectures different from conventional SDF and MDC
architectures that are specific for FFT processing. To
the best of our literature study, mixed-radix FFT ac-
celerator based on a CGRA has not been used so
far to achieve IEEE-802.11n performance. In future,
AVATAR will be used to generate accelerators for
many other applications requiring high computational
performance.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the design of a large
scale template based Coarse Grain Reconfigurable Ar-
ray called AVATAR which generates special purpose
accelerators on the specified mapping. A mixed-radix
Fast Fourier Transform accelerator was designed us-
ing AVATAR and different lengths and types of Fast
Fourier Transform kernels were mapped on it. The
simulation and synthesis results show the performance
of the Fast Fourier Transform accelerators satisfies
different Single Input Single Output and Multiple Input
and Multiple Output Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiplexing timing constraints for Fast Fourier Trans-
form processing.
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Abstract— In recent past, we developed 4×8 and 4×16 process-
ing element (PE) template-based Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable
Arrays (CGRAs) and mapped different length and type of Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms on them. In this paper, we
have considered radix-4 and radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerators which
were generated from 4 × 8 and 4 × 16 PE CGRA templates
respectively. We estimated their power and energy consumption
while radix-4 accelerator was processing 64 and 1024 points and
radix-(2, 4) accelerator was processing 64 and 128 points of FFT
algorithms. The power consumption was estimated by timing
simulation of postfit gate-level netlist of both of the accelerators
for a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) used as target
platform. Based on the measurements, we have compared both
of the accelerators for their power and energy consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

The demand by the consumer for running multiple ap-
plications on a platform is increasing every day building a
greater challenge to energy resources. For example, the users
want their cell phone to work on different communication
standards with multiple office or home related applications
showing real-time performance. On the other hand, they expect
the batteries to survive longer. The limiting factor of energy
resources drives us to seek other possible dimensions like run-
time scalability and reconfigurability. As the area increases, the
power consumption increases but if a device can be scaled at
run-time then only those hardware resources can be employed
that are necessary for an application under any execution time
constraints. Run-time scaling of hardware is possible now
as we have Run-Time Partial Reconfigurable (RTPR) Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) devices that also allows
to replace the logic on a fraction as well as on the whole
of FPGA fabric while the rest of the logic stays unaltered.
In other words, there has to be application-driven scalability
of hardware under power and execution time constraints. In
recent past, we have been focusing on scaling the array-based
accelerators to achieve execution time constraints and in this
paper, we have presented the power and energy measurements
of the scaled versions.

Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) is a powerful
solution to industrial and academic research needs. Due to
their array-based structure, they provide high throughput and
parallelism. These features make them ideal for processing
computationally intensive signal processing algorithms. Some

examples of CGRAs are Morphosys[1], ADRES[2], PACT-
XPP[3], BUTTER[4]. A general-purpose CGRA may not be
a suitable candidate in many systems as it requires an area
of a few million gates and their presence in the system can
not be justified unless they are heavily utilized. In recent past,
we developed two template-based CGRAs and published them
as CREMA [5] and AVATAR [6]. CREMA and AVATAR
generated Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) accelerators have
successfully fulfilled the execution time constraints for IEEE-
802.11a/g, IEEE-802.11n and 3GPP-LTE standards. Many
other computationally intensive kernels including Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) cell search [7],
Finite Impulse Response Filters [8], Viterbi decoders [9] and
image and video processing [4], [10] were implemented on
other state-of-the-art platforms.

CREMA based radix-4 FFT accelerator was able to achieve
the timing constraints of IEEE-802.11a/g and 3GPP-LTE stan-
dard but due to its limited parallelism, it could not achieve
the FFT timing requirements of IEEE-802.11n standard. To
increase the parallelism in hardware, CREMA which was a
4 × 8 PE CGRA was scaled-up to 4 × 16 PE CGRA called
AVATAR, that was able to satisfy the timing constraints of the
IEEE-802.11n. The resource utilization increased as CREMA
was scaled-up to AVATAR, however the power consumption
was never measured. It is important to know the cost that has to
be paid in terms of resource expense and power consumption
if scaling-up is required to meet performance goals.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
CREMA and AVATAR based processing model. Section III
highlights the FFT accelerators generated and algorithms
mapped on them. Section IV discusses the power and energy
measurements in accelerating FFTs of different length and
type. Section V presents the conclusions.

II. CGRA BASED PROCESSING MODEL

CGRAs can be found as stand-alone systems and working
as an accelerator with a general-purpose processor. CREMA
works as a coprocessor with a Reduced Instruction Set
Computing (RISC) core called COFFEE [11]. CREMA as a
template device generates special-purpose accelerator which
acts as a coprocessor based on the user input. In this sys-
tem COFFEE can perform general-purpose processing while



CGRA Size (PEs) I/O-buffer Size Local Memory
Type (rows × cols) N × (Mux Size) X-bit, rows × cols

CREMA 4 × 8 16 × (16 × 1) 32-bit, 128 × 16
AVATAR 4 × 16 32 × (32 × 1) 32-bit, 128 × 32

TABLE I
ARCHITECTURAL COMPARISON BETWEEN CREMA AND AVATAR, (N

SHOWS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MULTIPLEXERS)

CREMA generated accelerators can perform the computation-
ally intensive task. The basic unit of structure of CREMA
is an Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU) type of Processing
Element (PE). Each PE has two inputs and can perform both
32-bit integer and IEEE-754 format floating-point operations.
The architecture and functionality of PE is explained in [5].
An operator or a set of operators can be instantiated by the
user at compile time inside a PE. At run-time, based on
the algorithm flow, the operation to be performed can be
selected at any desired cycle of execution. Each PE connects
with the neighbouring PE in a point-to-point fashion for
the exchange of data. The interconnections of every PE can
switch to any neighbouring PE at different clock cycles. The
user can select point-to-point switching of interconnections at
compile time to be made at run-time for in order processing
of data and according to the flow of algorithm. The user
selection of operators to be instantiated and the interconnection
between PEs has to be based on the mapping of a particular
algorithm. At any clock cycle, the operation to be performed
by the PEs and the pattern of interconnections among all the
PEs is called a context. The context selection is based on
configuration words stored in configuration memories. The
configuration words are generated by the software tool on
compilation. At the system start-up time, the configuration
words are loaded in the configuration memories with the help
of a Direct Memory Access (DMA) [13] device and using a
pipelined infrastructure [15] which injects the configuration
words therefore reducing the overhead to distribute the words
over the whole array. CREMA has two local memories and the
data to be processed is loaded in the local memories with the
help of the DMA. The control flow of the program is written
in C where COFFEE controls the cycle accurate processing
of CREMA by writing control words in the control registers
of CREMA. The execution flow to be written for CREMA
based system in explained in [14]. Between the local memories
and the processing array, there are I/O-buffers that provide
interleaving to the data stored in the local memories before
and after it is passed to the processing array. The I/O-buffers
contain multiplexers that allow each input in the first row of
processing array to receive data from any of the memory banks
in a local memory. The CREMA based processing model is
shown in Fig. 1.

AVATAR based system is exactly the same as of CREMA
shown in Fig. 1 with the only difference that it is a scaled-up
version. It has the same structure of the PE as of CREMA and
the differences can be observed from Table I.

Fig. 1. System Architecture and Scaling in CREMA

III. CGRA BASED FFT ACCELERATORS

FFT is the most suitable technique to process discrete
Fourier Transform in digital systems and mathematically can
be defined as

X[k] =
N−1∑

n=0

x[k]Wnk
N (1)

where n is any sample among N samples to be processed
and Wnk

N = exp(−j2πnk/N) is a twiddle factor. Radix-
2m,m ∈ Z+ FFT algorithm were presented for the first time
by Cooley and Tukey [16]. The basic unit of any FFT structure
is called a ’butterfly’. The mathematical representation of the
butterfly structure for m = 2, 4 is explained in [14].

Using CREMA, a radix-4 FFT accelerator was produced
and 64-point FFT was processed over it [14]. Later radix-4
1024-point FFT algorithm was mapped on it [7]. The radix-
4 FFT accelerator generated using CREMA required three
different contexts to map a radix-4 butterfly mainly because
of its limited dimension. To process any stage of radix-4 FFT
algorithm, the three execution contexts containing a radix-
4 butterfly were enabled in a sequence. The main idea to
scale-up CREMA to AVATAR was to use only one context
to map a radix-4 butterfly and therefore reduce the overall
execution time. AVATAR required more hardware resources
than CREMA but had an additional advantage of ease in
application mapping [17]. Radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerator could



FFT Accelerator FFT Length Static Power Dynamic Power I/O Power Total Power
CREMA 64 435.66 mW 259.88 mW 46.87 mW 742.41 mW
radix-4 1024 435.90 mW 264.15 mW 57.58 mW 757.63 mW

AVATAR 64 466.76 mW 472.73 mW 46.41 mW 985.90 mW
radix-(2, 4) 128 466.76 mW 472.73 mW 46.41 mW 985.90 mW

TABLE II
POWER CONSUMPTION BY CREMA BASED RADIX-4 AND AVATAR BASED RADIX-(2, 4) FFT ACCELERATORS WHILE EXECUTING DIFFERENT LENGTHS

OF FFT ALGORITHMS

FFT Accelerator FFT Length Execution Time Total Power Energy (Joules)
CREMA 64 2,736 ns 742.41 mW 2.03 µJ
radix-4 1024 121,344 ns, 757.63 mW 91.933 µJ

AVATAR 64 2,130 ns 985.90 mW 2.09 µJ
radix-(2, 4) 128 3,420 ns 985.90 mW 3.37 µJ

TABLE III
ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY CREMA BASED RADIX-4 AND AVATAR BASED RADIX-(2, 4) FFT ACCELERATORS

process both radix-2 and 4 FFT algorithm. The main purpose
of implementing a radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerator was to process
128 points in four stages which would otherwise will need
seven stages by a radix-2 FFT accelerator.

IV. POWER AND ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

The static power consumption increases as the logic in-
creases on the FPGA device which means that the AVATAR
generated accelerators will need more static power than
the ones generated by CREMA in they are deployed on a
FPGA. The dynamic power consumption will also be more
for AVATAR generated accelerators as there will be more
hardware available to use for parallel data processing and
therefore increasing the switching activity at any particular
time instant. Other than the power consumption, we need
to consider energy efficiency. A CGRA with a larger size
can have higher power consumption but can be more energy
efficient than a CGRA with a smaller size if a large data
set is supposed to be processed. For CREMA or AVATAR
generated accelerators, we can consider four types of power
consumptions which are as follows.

1) Power-up
2) Configuration Power
3) Static Power
4) Dynamic Power
At this time we are not considering the power required for

the system start-up as we assume that the system is already
powered-up. Additionally configuration power consumption
has not be been considered as we also assume that the system
is ready to process data and all the configuration words
are already stored in their respective configuration memories.
Static power consumption is the minimum power to keep the
accelerator in power-up state and the dynamic power power
consumption is based on its switching activity.

We synthesized both of the accelerators using Quartus II for
EP4SGX70HF35C2 device and obtained a working frequency
of 169.26 MHz and 170.65 MHz for 4 × 8 PE radix-4 and
4 × 16 PE radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerators at 0°C and 900mV.

We then generated the postfit gate-level netlist (PGN) for
working condition temperature of 0°C of the system enclosed
in dashed border shown in Fig. 1. The system outside the
dashed border served as test-bench when PGN was simulated
for timing in Modelsim. Using modelsim, the Value Change
Dump (VCD) file was written that contains signal transition
information during the execution of FFT algorithms. The VCD
file was then supplied to power analyzer tool of Quartus
II for power measurements. The power measurement using
the timing simulation of PGN is the most accurate method
to estimate power consumption. An operating frequency of
166.66 MHz was used for both of the accelerators for gen-
erating the VCD file. The power measurement tool showed
a ’HIGH’ confidence level in all the estimations performed.
Table II shows the power measurement details for radix-
4 and radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerators. From the table, we
can observe that radix-4 FFT accelerator requires 4.27mW
more dynamic power consumption while executing 1024-point
FFT than processing 64-point FFT. The estimation about the
dynamic power consumption of radix-4 FFT accelerator can
be considered more accurate in case of processing 1024-
point FFT as there are more points available to be processed
than processing a 64-point FFT. While processing 64-point
FFT, AVATAR based radix-(2, 4) accelerator required 1.8X
dynamic power consumption compared to the CREMA based
radix-4 FFT accelerator. Radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerator requires
the same amount of static and dynamic power consumption
for executing 64 and 128-point FFT algorithm. This is because
radix-4 FFT processing requires all the 4× 16 PEs at a time
to be used to map a radix-4 FFT butterfly which is required
to process both 64 and 128-point FFT.

Table III shows the energy consumption by CREMA and
AVATAR based FFT accelerators. From the table, it can be
observed that AVATAR consumes almost the same energy as
CREMA while being 1.3X faster. The power consumption is
the same by an FFT accelerator for executing different lengths
of FFT while energy requirement increases as the length of
FFT increases. For example, in Table III, AVATAR based



Resources radix-(2, 4) radix-4 Cost Ratio
Combinational ALUTs 33,765 12,996 2.6X

Dedicated logic registers 13,828 8,123 1.7X
DSP block 18-bit elements 112 48 2.3X

TABLE IV
RESOURCE UTILIZATION SUMMARY OF RADIX-(2, 4) AND RADIX-4 FFT

ACCELERATORS ON EP4SGX70HF35C2 FPGA DEVICE

radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerator requires 1.6X energy for pro-
cessing 128-point FFT than required for 64-point. Similarly,
CREMA based radix-4 FFT accelerator requires 45X energy
for processing 1024-point FFT compared to a 64-point one.

In comparison to power and energy consumption, it is
interesting to know the resource utilization of both of the
accelerators on the FPGA device used which is shown in
Table IV. The DSP resources consume almost negligible power
as compared to the static and dynamic power consumption
of the reconfigurable fabric of the FPGA. If we make a
rough estimate of the collective resource utilization by only
considering the cost ratio related to combinational ALUTs and
dedicated logic registers, we can assume that radix-(2, 4) FFT
accelerator requires 2X resources and there has not been any
significant increase in static power consumption in comparison
to radix-4 FFT accelerator. If we also consider the dynamic
power consumption then in total, radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerator
needs only 1.3X more power compared to the radix-4 FFT
accelerator.

V. CONCLUSION

Scaling-up a Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable Array (CGRA)
reduces the execution time of a kernel on the cost of increased
use of resources on an FPGA. As the number of resources
increases, static and dynamic power consumption increases
but a large-scale CGRA can be more energy efficient than
a small-scale CGRA. We measured the energy consumption
of AVATAR based radix-(2, 4) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
accelerator which is a 4× 16 processing element (PE) CGRA
and CREMA based radix-4 FFT accelerator which is a 4× 8
PE CGRA. It was found that for processing 64-point FFT,
AVATAR based radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerator is quite exactly
as energy efficient as CREMA based radix-4 FFT accelerator.
Radix-(2, 4) FFT accelerator requires twice as many resources
as radix-4 FFT accelerator but there is no significant difference
in the static power consumption but considering the dynamic
power consumption also then in total, radix-(2, 4) FFT ac-
celerator needs only 1.3X more power than the radix-4 FFT
accelerator.
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Abstract— In recent past, we scaled a 4 × 8 processing ele-
ment (PE) template-based Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable Array
(CGRA) to a 4× 4, 4× 16 and 4× 32 PE CGRA and generated
matrix-vector multiplication (MVM) accelerators from each one
of them. Furthermore, on each of the accelerators, MVM kernels
of order N = 4, 8, 16, 32 were mapped. In this paper, we have
estimated the power and energy consumption by generating
the postfit gate-level netlist of each accelerator for a Field
Programmable Gate Array as target platform. Based on our
measurements, we have studied the effects of scalability of a
CGRA on power and energy consumption.

I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems are required in almost every field of

science and engineering. The requirements of the users may

demand different types of embedded systems ranging from

single processor system to multiprocessors. They also may

vary from single accelerator system to multiple accelerator

systems. One of the important system types is processor/

coprocessor model in which the general purpose processing

is performed by the processor and the coprocessor accelerates

the computationally intensive tasks. One of the important

class of accelerators is a Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable Array

(CGRA) which by its structure offers high hardware level

parallelism and throughput. A number of CGRAs have been

developed so far, for example ADRES [2], Morphosys [1],

PACT-XPP [3] and BUTTER [4]. The general-purpose CGRA

required an area of few million gates and their presence in the

systems becomes expensive unless they are extensively used.

To avoid this problem, we developed template-based CGRAs

like CREMA [5] and [6]. Using template-based CGRAs, the

user was able to generate special purpose accelerators on a

specified mapping which reduces resource utilization. Many

computationally intensive kernels were mapped on CGRAs in

past, for example Wideband Code Division Multiple Access

(WCDMA) cell search [7], image and video processing [4],

[9] and Viterbi decoders [8]. Execution time constraints for

processing Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) were also achieved

for many wireless standards like IEEE-802.11a/g, 3GPP-LTE

and IEEE-802.11n [7], [6].
Scaling the hardware is important from execution and re-

source utilization point-of-view. Especially in mobile devices,

we may not need a high processing bandwidth at all times.

For example, our mobile device may not need resources to

carry out processing for a stream generated in multiple-input

multiple-output Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing

(OFDM) environment if the user ports it to a single-input

single-output OFDM environment. Run-Time Partial Reconfig-

urable (RTPR) Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) allow

reconfiguration of a fraction of the fabric at run-time. Using

the RTPR FPGA, we can increase or decrease the resources

on FPGA at run-time and therefore save the resources and

power consumption. In this context, we need to know how

scaling will effect the execution time, resource utilization,

power consumption and also the application developement

time [15].

In the next section, we will discuss the processing model

based on a scalable CGRA template. In Section III, we will

discuss the matrix-vector multiplication (MVM) accelerators

generated from the scalable CGRA templates. In Section IV,

we will focus on power and energy estimation of the generated

accelerators. In the next section, we will discuss the scalability

analysis based on the findings in the previous sections. Finally,

we will present conclusions.

II. SCREMA BASED PROCESSING MODEL

Structure of SCREMA template is similar to CREMA tem-

plate except that SCREMA can be scaled to different CGRA

templates which can then generate accelerators of different

sizes. SCREMA is written in VHDL and can be scaled to

different sizes of templates by changing just a few parameters

in the definition package VHDL file. After changing the

definition package file, a parameter package VHDL file can be

used which is generated on user specifications by a graphical

tool. The parameter package file contains the information to

craft the template to an accelerator on compilation.

The structural unit of SCREMA is a processing element

(PE) like in CREMA. Each PE has two inputs (a, b) and

two outputs (A, B). Output A carries the result based on

the operand received by (a, b) and the output B receives the

operand b so that it can transfered to other PE as required.

Each PE can perform 32-bit integer and floating-point opera-

tions in IEEE-754 format. The internal structure of the PE is

well defined in [5] and also the way it exchanges data with

the neighbouring PEs in point-to-point fashion.

The generated accelerator is equiped with two local mem-

ories and the data to be processed is loaded in these lo-

cal memories with the help of a Direct Memory Access

(DMA) device. The DMA transfers the data from the main

memory of the system to the local memories in a specific



Fig. 1. SCREMA based Embedded Processing Model

pattern introduced by the user. Before the system start-up, the

configuration data is loaded in the configuration memory of

each PE. The configuration words are injected in the array

using a pipelined infrastructure [14]. These words are used

to select an operation to be performed by a PE and also the

interconnections among PEs. The operations to be performed

and the pattern of interconnection among all PEs is called

a context. Different contexts can be designed by the user at

compile-time and can be enabled at run-time based on the

flow of an algorithm. The application mapping on SCREMA

versions and the execution flow to be written in C is similar

to the one explained in [13] for designing FFT accelerators.

SCREMA generated accelerators work as coprocessors of

COFFEE RISC [10]. The program is written in C and com-

piled for COFFEE RISC which controls the processing of

the accelerator in a polling mechanism. COFFEE writes the

control words in the control registers of the generated ac-

celerator which in return performs cycle-accurate processing.

COFFEE and SCREMA generated accelerator interact with

each other by a network of switched interconnections that

provide dedicated connections for faster communication. Fig.

1 shows the overall system.

III. MVM ACCELERATORS

In this paper, we concentrate on Matrix-Vector Multiplica-

tion (MVM) applications as they are largely used in different

science and engineering applications. We can define MVM

process mathematically by considering a matrix a = [ai,j ]

and vector
−→
b = [bi] of N th-order and they are supposed to

be multiplied to produce a product vector −→p = [pi]. Then the

multiplication process can be defined as

[pi] =

N∑

j=1

[aj,i]× [bj ] (1)

where i, j = 1, 2, 3,...,N .

MVM accelerators were generated from CGRA-templates

of sizes 4 × 4, 4 × 8, 4 × 16 and 4 × 32 PEs which were

developed in recent past. The basic MVM accelerator was

Fig. 2. 4×4 PE MVM accelerator generated by 4×4 PE SCREMA shown
in braces. Four of such accelerators working in parallel will be equal to MVM
accelerator generated by a 4× 16 PE CGRA template.

generated from 4× 4 PE CGRA-template and its structure is

shown in Fig. 2. The first row consist of multipliers, the second

performs the shift operation to avoid any possible overflows at

the later stages. The third and fourth row perform the addition

operations required for MVM process. The MVM accelerator

generated by 4×8 PE CGRA template is similar to two 4×4
PE MVM accelerators working in parallel. Similarly 4 × 16
PE MVM accelerator contains four of such accelerators and

4 × 32 will have eight of those working in parallel. As each

of the PEs has two inputs, the first input can receive a matrix

element and the second input will receive the related vector

element to be multiplied. The matrix and vector data to be

multiplied is distributed over the MVM accelerator’s local

memory in a specific pattern. The data placement pattern in the

local memories of the MVM accelerators is same for all the

accelerators to carry out justified comparisons. The execution

time shown in Table III does not include the time required by

the DMA to load the data in the local memories. It is the time,

when the data start processing over the array until it completes

the processing and stores the data in the local memory as we

are only interested in the performance measurement of the

array.

The MVM accelerators were synthesized for Altera’s

Stratix-IV FPGA device (EP4SGX70HF35C2) and the re-

source utilization can be oberved from Table I for each of the

accelerators. As the size of the MVM accelerator increases,

the resource utilization increases almost proportionally. As all

the accelerators have 32-bit processing so the multiplication

of two 32-bit numbers will result in a 64-bit number. To fit

a 64-bit number, four 18-bit DSP elements are required. As

a 4× 4 MVM accelerator shown in braces in Fig. 2 has four

multipliers in the first row, it will need 16 of 18-bit DSP

elements on the FPGA as shown in Table I.

IV. POWER AND ENERGY ESTIMATION

To estimate the power consumption, we generated the

postfit gate-level netlist for each of the MVM accelerators and

performed the timing simulation which is the most accurate

method for estimating the power conumption. Table II shows



Fig. 3. Curves showing 4× 16 PE MVM accelerator as the most energy efficient relatively. X-axis shows the order of MVM process and Y-axis shows the
energy consumption in Joules.

MVM Accelerator Size Comb ALUTs Logic Registers DSPs
4× 4 PE 2, 566 2, 766 16
4× 8 PE 4, 805 3, 820 32
4× 16 PE 8, 259 6, 784 64
4× 32 PE 15, 522 12, 057 128

TABLE I

RESOURCE UTILIZATION BY MVM ACCELERATORS ON STRATIX-IV

(EP4SGX70HF35C2) DEVICE

the static and dynamic power consumption of the four MVM

accelerators at 85°C and 900mV. At these conditions, the four

accelerators achieved the operating frequency between 169-

172 MHz. From the table, it can be observed that there is no

significant change in the static power consumption. A large

offset approximately equal to 427 mW is visible due to the

unused portion of the FPGA chip. If this offset is subtracted,

we can observe that the static power consumption increases

almost by a factor of two as the size of the accelerator

doubles. Significant difference in dynamic power consumption

can be observed as it depends on the number of signals having

switching activity at a particular time instant. As the size of the

MVM accelerator increases, the dynamic power consumption

increases but the processing time for MVM decreases. De-

pending on the requirements for resource utilization, execution

time and power consumption, it may be desireable to make

a choice among these four MVM accelerators. An optimal

choice can be based on energy consumption which is the

product of total power consumption and the execution time

but in that case a comparison should also be made to the

resouce utilization of the choosen MVM accelerator. The

energy consumption is estimated only for the data processing

by the accelerators and not for the process of transferring

the data from the main memory of the system to the local

memories of the accelerators.

V. SCALABILITY EFFECTS

The digital hardware due to its binary characteristics will

tend to scale by a factor of 2m where m ∈ Z+. The application

to be mapped should be built on the same scale to have best-fit

compatibility. This is why we have chosen the CGRA sizes

of 4× 2n and the matrix and vector of sizes 2n × 2n and 2n

respectively, where n = {2, 3, 4, 5}.

From the curves shown in Fig. 3, we can easily observe that

4×8 and 4×16 PE MVM accelerators are relatively the most

energy efficient for processing MVM of N = 4, 8 and N =
16, 32 relatively. The 4× 4 PE MVM accelerator is the least

energy efficient relatively otherwise while processing MVM

of N = 4. Its relatively low dynamic power consumption was

not enough to overcome the number of clock cycles required

to process MVM kernels. The 4× 32 PE MVM accelerator is

not relatively as energy efficient as others than it has shown

to be slightly more energy efficiency while processing MVM

of order N = 32 then 4× 16 PE MVM accelerator. From the

curves in Fig. 3, it can be observed that an MVM accelerator

is the most energy efficient when its order is matching with

the order of the MVM process. As the experimental data set is

kept fixed upto only MVM of order N = 32, we can speculate



MVM Accelerator Static Power Dynamic Power I/O Power Total Power
4× 4 PE 428.48 mW 127.27 mW 58.07 mW 613.82 mW
4× 8 PE 430.41 mW 208.63 mW 56.53 mW 695.57 mW
4× 16 PE 435.11 mW 387.21 mW 56.95 mW 879.27 mW
4× 32 PE 448.51 mW 728.25 mW 51.04 mW 1227.80 mW

TABLE II

POWER CONSUMPTION BY MVM ACCELERATORS OF DIFFERENT SIZES

MVM Accelerator MVM Order Execution Time Total Power Energy
4 57 ns 0.034 μJ

4× 4 8 479 ns 613.82mW 0.29 μJ
16 1334 ns 0.818 μJ
32 4617 ns 2.83 μJ
4 52 ns 0.036 μJ

4× 8 8 285 ns 695.57 mW 0.19 μJ
16 1111 ns 0.773 μJ
32 3940 ns 2.74 μJ
4 41 ns 0.036 μJ

4× 16 8 259 ns 879.27 mW 0.228 μJ
16 525 ns 0.462 μJ
32 2466 ns 2.17 μJ
4 41 ns 0.05 μJ

4× 32 8 248 ns 1227.80 mW 0.304 μJ
16 478 ns 0.587 μJ
32 1740 ns 2.14 μJ

TABLE III

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY DIFFERENT SIZE OF ACCELERATORS WHILE EXECUTING DIFFERENT ORDERS OF MVM

that 4 × 32 PE MVM accelerator will be significantly more

energy efficient than all others while processing N ≥ 32.

An important dimension of comparison will be to evaluate

energy consumption with the resource utilization of the MVM

accelerators. A rough estimate about the resource utilization

can be the average of the number of ALUTs and logic

registers. We can ignore the DSP elements as their power con-

sumption is almost negligible compared to the reconfigurable

fabric of the FPGA. From the data in Table I, we calculated the

averages and found that the cost in terms of resources is almost

1.7X which is required to scale-up an MVM accelerator to the

next level. As the size of MVM accelerator is scaled-up, the

dynamic power consumption increases by a factor of almost

1.8X .

From the curves shown in Fig. 3, the investment of 1.7X
resources was generally the most cost effective for scaling-up

4 × 8 PE MVM accelerator to 4 × 16 PE MVM accelerator

while processing N = 16, 32 MVM and even for processing

N = 4, 8, it is very close to 4×8 PE MVM accelerator curve.

VI. CONCLUSION

We estimated the power and energy consumption of 4× 4,

4×8, 4×16 and 4×32 processing element (PE) matrix-vector

multiplication (MVM) accelerators. We found that scaling-up

MVM accelerators results in a constant increase of dynamic

power consumption of almost 1.8X and requires around 1.7X
of more resources when doubling the accelerator array width.

The 4 × 8 and 4 × 16 PE MVM accelerators are relatively

the most energy efficient while processing MVM of orders

N = 4, 8 and N = 16, 32, respectively. The 4× 32 PE MVM

accelerator is not as energy efficient as any of the other MVM

accelerators.
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Abstract— In this paper, we have presented a Reconfigurable
Application-specific Instruction-set Processor (rASIP) that pro-
cesses mixed-radix(2, 4) 64 and 128-point Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) algorithms while satisfying the partial execution-time
requirements of IEEE-802.11n standard. The rASIP was designed
by integrating a template-based Coarse-Grain Reconfigurable
Array (CGRA) in the datapath of a simple Reduced Instruction-
Set Computing (RISC) Processor. The instruction set of the RISC
processor was extended to add special instructions to enable
cycle-accurate processing by the CGRA. The rASIP is synthesized
for Field Programmable Gate Arrays for the measurement of
resource utilization and execution time. The postfit gate-level
netlist of rASIP was simulated to estimate the power and energy
consumption. Based on our measurements and estimates, we have
studied the advantages of using rASIP in comparison with other
systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Reconfigurable Application-specific Instruction-set Proces-

sor (rASIP) is one of the most optimal solutions from cost

and performance point of view as it combines the features

from general-purpose processors and application-specific ac-

celerators. The add-on of reconfigurability allows to target

multiple computationally-intensive algorithms. In recent past

many ASIPs were developed specialized for image and video

processing [1], Viterbi or LDPC channel coding/decoding ([2],

[3]) and Fast Fourier Transform processing ([4], [5]). Later,

the idea of adding dynamically reconfigurable circuitry in

the datapath of the processor got popular and rASIPs were

made for Software-Defined Radio (SDR) applications [6] and

also for basic Digital Signal Processing (DSP) applications

[7]. To control the reconfigurable part of rASIPs, special

instructions were added in the instruction-set of the processor

and also necessary additional hardware for interfacing. rASIPs

require less area/resource utilization than traditional proces-

sor/coprocessor based systems because the reconfigurable part

is closely integrated with the processor and also the control

logic is reduced as most of the control flow is written in the

software. During the execution, while the reconfigurable part

of rASIP stays busy in processing the large amount of data, the

ASIP can handle the other specific applications of relatively

less computation intensity.

An important class of reconfigurable devices is a Coarse-

Grain Reconfigurable Array (CGRA). CGRAs have a proven

track record of almost ten years and some of the most popular

CGRAs are ADRES [9], Morphosys [8], PACT-XPP [10].

The only drawback is that they require an area of a few

million gates and such a large area utilization is not justified

unless heavily utilized. To avoid this problem, CGRAs were

designed as a template which could generate special-purpose

array-based accelerators tailored for a set of applications [12].

CGRAs are ideal for processing computationally-intensive sig-

nal processing algorithms as they offer a high throughput and

parallelism. Some of the interesting examples are Wideband

Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) cell search [14],

Viterbi decoders [15] and image/video processing [11], [16].

In this paper, we have used a template-based CGRA called

AVATAR [13] as the reconfigurable part in ASIP. In past,

AVATAR-generated mixed-radix(2, 4) FFT accelerator could

process 64 and 128-point of FFT algorithms while satisfy-

ing IEEE-802.11n execution time constraints. The supporting

system for the AVATAR generated accelerator was a RISC

processor called COFFEE [17], a Direct Memory Access

(DMA) device [19] which was responsible to fetch a large

amount of data from the main memory of the system and

provide it to the internal memory of the accelerator. In

between all these modules, there was a network of switched

interconnections which used to provide dedicated connections

for high-speed transfer of data. The rASIP presented in this

paper has the AVATAR integrated in the datapath of a simple

RISC processor and the control flow is operated by special

instructions added in the instruction-set of the RISC processor.

In this way, we have reduced the overhead caused by the DMA

and network of switched interconnections in terms of resource

utilization. Furthermore, the control logic has become simpler

as now it only has to control the cycle accurate processing

by the accelerator and not the functionality of the DMA.

We synthesized the rASIP for Stratix-IV Field Programmable

Gate Arrays (FPGAs), measured the execution time, resource

utilization and estimated power and energy consumption for



comparison with COFFEE-based system and other state-of-

the-art.

In the next section, we will explain the COFFEE/AVATAR

(C/A)-based system. Then we will discuss, how AVATAR was

separated from the previous system and then integrated into

the datapath of a simple RISC processor to make an rASIP.

Section IV discusses the synthesis results and comparisons

based on execution time, resource utilization, power and

energy consumption. In the last section, we will draw the

conclusions.

II. COFFEE/AVATAR-BASED SYSTEMS AND THE FFT

ACCELERATOR

This section is composed of two parts; the first one describes

the architecture of C/A-based system which is considered

as a reference for the design of rASIP. The second section

describes the design and functionality of mixed-radix(2, 4)

FFT accelerator that was generated using AVATAR.

A. COFFEE RISC Processor and AVATAR

COFFEE RISC processor and AVATAR work in a proces-

sor/coprocessor model where a C code can be compiled for

COFFEE using a customized gcc compiler. COFFEE controls

the cycle accurate processing of the AVATAR-generated accel-

erator by passing the control words to the control registers of

the accelerator. AVATAR is written in VHDL and most of the

information related to AVATAR can be found in [13] and [12]

but the key points are highlighted here to build the discussion.

AVATAR is a 4×16 processing element (PE) template-based

CGRA. Each PE can perform 32-bit integer arithmetic and

logic operations plus 32-bit IEEE-754 floating-point opera-

tions. The PEs have two inputs and two outputs and they can

connect with their neighboring PEs in point-to-point fashion.

In between the local memories and the processing array of

AVATAR, there are I/O-buffers that provide interleaving to the

data from the local memories before and after it is processed

through the array.

As AVATAR is a template-based device, the user can specify

using a graphical platform different contexts that comprise

the operation(s) to be performed by each PE and the pattern

of interconnection among the PEs to be made at each clock

cycle. The graphical platform in return generates a VHDL

file containing the parameters that set the condition for the

hardware components to be instantiated inside the accelerator.

Another file generated is a C header file containing the

configuration stream. At run-time, the configuration stream is

fetched from the main memory of the system by the DMA and

then distributed to the respective configuration memories of the

PEs by a pipeline infrastructure designed to reduce the cost

of distribution of the configuration bit-stream [18]. Then the

DMA starts loading the data in one of the local memories in a

time-multiplexed way as required by the accelerator. AVATAR

is equipped with two local memories that contain the data to be

processed. Once the data to be processed is loaded in the local

memories, the COFFEE RISC processor can enable different

contexts as required by the flow of algorithm. Once the data

COFFEE
AVATAR

DMA

NETWORK OF SWITCHED 
INTERCONNECTION 

Main
Memory

I/O
Peripherals

AVATAR and
DMA Control

Fig. 1. COFFEE/AVATAR-based System

has been processed, it can be fetched from the local memories

and stored in the main memory of the system. Fig. 1 shows

the C/A-based system.

B. The FFT Accelerator

The main reason for the design of AVATAR was to accom-

modate a radix-4 butterfly in a single context as CREMA-

generated accelerator needed three different contexts for the

same purpose [20]. CREMA was a 4×8 PE template-based

CGRA and was needed to be scaled-up to 4×16 PEs to satisfy

the execution time constraints of IEEE-802.11n standard for

FFT processing. The design of the FFT accelerator is de-

scribed in detail in [13] but some of the important details

are highlighted in this subsection. AVATAR-generated mixed-

radix(2, 4) FFT accelerator could process both 64 and 128-

point FFT algorithms. To process 64-point of FFT, only radix-

4 scheme will be required that completes the processing in

three stages. To process a 128-point FFT, the first stage is

processed by radix-2 scheme and it needs three more stages

by radix-4 scheme to complete the processing. The main

structure of the accelerator consisted of two contexts; the

first context contained four radix-2 butterflies and the second

context contained one radix-4 butterfly. The other contexts

were designed for preprocessing which is required between

two processing steps. Preprocessing is required to reorder the

data as we violate the inherent parallelism of the algorithm

by employing less number of butterflies than the algorithm

demands from its signal flow graph. Finally, the accelerator

processed four different streams of 64 and 128-point FFT

within 3.2μs+0.8μs (guard interval) = 4.0μs.

III. THE ARCHITECTURE OF RASIP, INTEGRATION AND

TESTING

We have used Synopsys Processor Designer, LISA (Lan-

guage for Instruction Set Architectures) for the integration of

AVATAR generated accelerator with a RISC processor core

[21]. A template RISC processor model in LISA is used as

the starting point in integration. The RISC processor has five

pipeline stages that are instruction-fetch, instruction-decode,

execute, memory-access and write-back plus all the respective

pipeline registers. Special instructions are extended in the

RISC processor to operate the AVATAR generated accelerator.

The design of rASIP was complicated from integration point

of view, requiring three different phases which are explained

as follows.
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A. rASIP Architecture

The RISC-template in LISA tool is a 32-bit architecture

but the instructions that directly belong to RISC are 30-bit

wide, so the two most significant bits can be used for adding

special instructions to control the operations on AVATAR. The

register-file contains 16 32-bit general-purpose registers and

the register-file indexing is of 4 bits. The immediate values are

of 16-bits in regular RISC related instructions. Fig. 2 shows the

32-bit instruction-set and the extensions we have introduced.

As described in section II, there are three basic steps

that need to be followed for operating an AVATAR-generated

accelerator. They are

1) load the configuration stream

2) load the data to be processed

3) write the control registers

The configuration stream and the data to be processed reside

in the memory of rASIP. Configuration stream may consist

of many configuration arrays in the main memory. The total

number of configuration arrays and their sizes depend on

the design of the context(s) that are made to constitute the

accelerator from the AVATAR template during the design time.

All of these configuration arrays have to be loaded one by one

into the configuration memories of the accelerator. To address

each and every configuration array, we need the base address

and the size of the array. To store the configuration array,

we also need to know the base address plus the offset to be

added to address the configuration memories. These are the

same parameters that are required to store the configuration

words in the configuration memory of I/O-buffers that are

described in section II. To load the data to be processed from

the main memory and store it in one of the local memories

of the accelerator, we need the base address plus the offset of

the respective memories. In this regard, we have employed

two adders to calculate the address of the main memory

and one of the local memories of the accelerator. The two

adders calculate the addresses at the execute pipeline stage

of the RISC processor. Each adder increments the address

iteratively starting from the base address with an offset. The

iteration stops when all the configuration and data words

are loaded from an array stored in the main memory. To

count the iterations, the counter in the memory-access stage

counts down starting from the size (total number of words)

of the configuration or data array. By using these two adders

and a counter, we complete the load from the main memory

and store in one of the local memories of the accelerator at

the cost of only one clock cycle per word. The instruction

cgra load counter reg and its instruction coding for loading

the counter register by the size of the configuration or data

array is shown in Fig. 2. To load and store the configuration,

data and context words, we added special instructions that

are cgra load word, cgra load context and their coding is also

mentioned in Fig. 2. The mem sel is of two bits that either

enables the configuration memory or one of the two local

memories for write operations. If mem sel=”00”, then the

data can be read from second local memory in case that the

accelerator has completed the data processing. The one-bit

field post inc is used as an enable signal for the register in the

counter. The rest of fields are obvious considering the above

discussion. The context words are written at specific addresses

of the data memory, so we used RISC load-word instruction

to load these context words from those specific addresses and

write them in the register file of the RISC processor. To carry

out this operation, the cgra load context instruction contain

two 4-bit fields for register indexing. The first field contains

the address of the register file where the address of the main

memory will be loaded and the other for the context word to

be loaded in the register file from that address in the main

memory. The address of the main memory from where the

context word is fetched has to be transfered to the accelerator

as there are two control registers that have to be written one

at a time. The address in the main memory corresponding to

the context word is provided to the address decoder inside the

accelerator which decides which of the control registers has

to be written by a specific context word.

B. Integration and Testing

The integration between RISC and AVATAR-template is

supported by an interface register as shown in Fig. 3. The

upper part of the figure shows the RISC processor while the

lower part is the AVATAR template. The interface register has

the following fields which can be updated as required by the

RISC processor.

• address[31:0]: 32-bit address field

• data[31:0]: 32-bit data field
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Fig. 3. Integration of AVATAR in the datapath of RISC processor

• lm1[0]: enable for first local memory

• lm2[0]: enable for second local memory

• config en[0]: enable for configuration memories

• ctx addr[31:0]: 32-bit context address

• ctx data[31:0]: 32-bit context data

• ctx en[0]: context enable

The 32-bit address and data bus is provided to multiple

blocks of the AVATAR-generated accelerator and the data

is loaded to the specific block when the relevant enable

signal is high. The decision on whether the configuration

word will be stored in PEs configuration memory or I/O-

buffer configuration memory depends on the address field. The

processed data can be read from the second local memory of

AVATAR generated accelerator and in that case lm1[0], lm2[0]
and config en[0] signals will all be in active low state.

Integration of this rASIP was a complicated task as the

system in which AVATAR was integrated before, shown in

Fig. 1, was an effort of many engineers spanning over several

years. To extract AVATAR from this system, we needed to

be sure that the functional correctness remains unchanged.

We wanted the AVATAR-generated mixed-radix(2, 4) FFT

accelerator to be operated in a VHDL test-bench before its



System Comb ALUTs Logic Registers DSPs
C/A [13] 40,227 19,313 128

rASIP 36,083 14,429 112
Savings [%] 10.3 25.2 12.5

TABLE I

RESOURCE UTILIZATION BY COFFEE/AVATAR (C/A) SYSTEM AND

RASIP ON STRATIX-IV FPGA DEVICE (EP4S100G5H40I1)

FFT Algo Freq. (MHz) Freg. (MHz) Cycles Exe. Time
Slow (100°C) Fast (0°C)

64-point 357 1.27μs
128-point 159.16 280.11 575 2.05μs

4×64 884 3.15μs

TABLE II

OPERATING FREQUENCY AND EXECUTION TIME BY RASIP FOR

PROCESSING 64 AND 128-POINT FFT ALGORITHMS

functional requirements are analyzed to be integrated with

the RISC processor. As the accelerator was controlled by

the flow written in C compiled for COFFEE RISC core, we

step-by-step commented the C code for radix-4 64-point FFT

execution and replaced the commented C functions by VHDL

test sequences while keeping the synchronization between C

code execution and VHDL by introducing fixed-time delay

intervals. Using this method, the whole C code for 64-point

FFT was commented and the accelerator was completely

stimulated by a VHDL test-bench. The compiler and VHDL

code for the rASIP is generated by Processor Designer. Since

AVATAR template is also written in VHDL, we port-mapped

the accelerator with the interface register of the RISC pro-

cessor. At the time of integrating the accelerator with the

RISC processor customized using LISA tool, we step-by-step

commented the VHDL code and wrote equivalent micro-coded

functions that were called in the C flow to be compiled. After

the completion of each step, we used to check the functional

correctness for any errors and the synchronization between

C flow and VHDL stimulator was established again using

constant delay intervals. In this way, the whole VHDL test-

bench was commented and the radix-4 64-point FFT execution

control was completely transferred to the customized RISC

core. We also mapped 128-point FFT on this accelerator and

after comprehensive functional testing, we are confident that

any other application-specific accelerator can be tailored using

AVATAR template and can be operated just by writing the

control flow in C for this customized RISC processor.

IV. SYNTHESIS RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

We have synthesized the rASIP on two different Stratix-

IV FPGA devices to establish comparison based on resource

utilization, execution time, power and energy consumption. As

described in section I, the DMA along with the network of

switched interconnections was removed as now the configu-

ration and data words can be written using special instruc-

tions. Furthermore the control unit for AVATAR-generated

accelerator is simpler as now it does not have to control

the functionality of DMA but only the processing of the

accelerator. The resource utilization by rASIP on Stratix-IV

FPGA device (EP4S100G5H40I1) is shown in Table I in

comparison with the system shown in Fig. 1. The system

in Fig. 1 was also synthesized on EP4S100G5H40I1 device

in [13]. From the table, we can observe that there is 25%
decrease in the usage of logic registers and 10% decrease in

ALUTs consumption when rASIP is compared with C/A-based

system. This reduction in resource utilization was the target to

be achieved besides studying the advantages of using rASIP.

In rASIP and C/A-based system, most of the resources are

consumed by AVATAR as it is a large 4×16 PE CGRA. If

a smaller CGRA is used in both of the systems, for example

a 4×4 PE CGRA, then there will be a larger difference in

resource utilization between the two systems.

The operating frequencies achieved at the temperatures of

0 and 100°C on the same FPGA device are shown in Table II.

To calculate the execution time, we have considered operating

frequency at 0°C (fast timing model) as even in [13], the fast

time model was used to calculate the execution time. However,

we don’t see much time difference between the rASIP and

C/A-based system. For example rASIP needs 3.15μs to process

4×64-point FFT while C/A-based system needed 3.07μs while

both of them are satisfying the execution-time constraints for

IEEE-802.11n standard. On top of this, rASIP requires less

area than the C/A-based system which shows the significance

of using rASIP. To satisfy the timing constraints for 4×128-

point FFT, there is a double C/A-based system which requires

double the amount of resources than a single C/A-based

system. The double C/A-based system contains two AVATAR

and such a system cannot be compared with rASIP which

contains only a single AVATAR. It can not be expected by

a device like rASIP to meet constraints of IEEE-802.11n to

process four streams of 128-point for FFT within 4.0μs unless

two AVATARs employed in rASIP.

The power consumption of rASIP was estimated by gen-

erating the post-fit gate-level netlist of rASIP for Stratix-IV

FPGA device (EP4SGX70HF35C2) device. The netlist was

then simulated at 0°C and at an operating frequency of 160

MHz to create the value-change-dump file which is used to

estimate the power consumption. This is the most accurate

method for estimating the power consumption and we achieved

a ’HIGH’ estimation confidence by the Quartus II tool. The

static and dynamic power consumption of rASIP and the C/A-

based system are almost the same as shown in Table III.

The power consumption mentioned in the table for the C/A-

based system is related only to the mixed-radix(2, 4) FFT

accelerator and its control unit plus the DMA. It does not

include the power consumption by the COFFEE processor

and the network of switched interconnections. The rASIP

contains the mixed-radix(2, 4) FFT accelerator generated from

AVATAR, a simplified control unit, a simple RISC processor

and requires almost the same power consumption. The energy

consumption by rASIP for processing 64 and 128-point FFT

algorithms is shown in Table IV which is almost the same in



System Static Power Dynamic Power I/O Power Total Power
C/A [22] 466.76 mW 472.73 mW 46.41 mW 985.90 mW

rASIP 471.09 mW 492.02 mW 61.45 mW 1024.55 mW

TABLE III

COMPARISON OF RASIP POWER CONSUMPTION WITH THE C/A-BASED SYSTEM

System FFT Algorithm Frequency (MHz) Clock Cycles Execution-time Power Energy
C/A 64-point 166.6 355 2,130 ns 985.90 mW 2.09μJ

rASIP 64-point 160.0 357 2,231 ns 1024.55 mW 2.28μJ
C/A 128-point 166.6 570 3,420 ns 985.90 mW 3.37μJ

rASIP 128-point 160.0 575 3,593 ns 1024.55 mW 3.68μJ

TABLE IV

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY C/A ACCELERATOR AND RASIP FOR PROCESSING 64 AND 128-POINT FFT ALGORITHMS

comparison with C/A’s accelerator, control and DMA.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a Reconfigurable

Application-specific Instruction-set Processor (rASIP) which

is designed by integrating a template-based Coarse-Grain

Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) in the datapath of a Reduced

Instruction-set Computing (RISC) processor. The integration

was carried out by extending the instruction set of RISC pro-

cessor with special instructions to control the cycle-accurate

processing by the CGRA generated accelerator. A mixed-

radix(2, 4) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) accelerator had

been generated from the CGRA which is used in this work.

The rASIP satisfies the partial execution-time constraints of

IEEE-802.11n standard for FFT processing. We have observed

substantial reduction in resource utilization by rASIP while

the power and energy consumption are almost the same in

comparison with a standard processor/coprocessor model.
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Abstract—This paper presents an accelerator-rich system-on-
chip (SoC) architecture integrating many heterogeneous Coarse
Grain Reconfigurable Arrays (CGRA) connected through a
Network-on-Chip (NoC). The architecture is designed to max-
imize the reconfigurable processing capacity for the execution
of massively parallel algorithms. The central node of the NoC
contains a Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) core that
manages distribution of computing functions and data within the
SoC while the other nodes contain CGRAs of application-specific
sizes. Prior approaches coupled only a few accelerators with a
RISC core using special instructions and/or a direct memory
access device. In contrast, our design couples a RISC core to
many CGRAs through the NoC. This approach provides for
independent and simultaneous execution of multiple computing
kernels. Furthermore, the proposed architecture mitigates power
dissipation as CGRA sizes are tailored for the individual applica-
tion kernels. We present a proof-of-concept design with a total of
408 reconfigurable processing elements. This instance and its sub-
systems are customized and tested for different computationally-
intensive signal processing algorithms. The overall single-chip
computing system is synthesized for a Field Programmable Gate
Array device. We present comparison to and evaluation against
some of the existing multicore systems in terms of multiple
performance metrics.

I. INTRODUCTION

This work is motivated to maximize the number of process-
ing resources in the form of accelerators available on a System-
on-Chip considering the fact that there is always a fraction of
the chip that can not be used at full speed due to technology-
imposed utilization wall. In [1], it is shown that only a 7%
of 300mm2 die can be used at full frequency within a power
budget of 80W. The un-utilized part of the chip is now-a-days
called Dark Silicon. The dark silicon can be replaced with
accelerators as they are not used most of the time.

Another motivation to propose an accelerator-rich platform
is to meet an increasing demand for throughput, for example
the number of spatial streams in IEEE-802.11 family of wire-
less standard has increased from one to four [2]. The upcom-
ing IEEE-802.11ac would require processing of 5-8 different
streams simultaneously. A platform with many independent
accelerators will be able to execute multiple applications with
different throughput requirements.

In this regard, we present Heterogeneous Accelerator-Rich
Platform (HARP) designed by integrating many Coarse Grain
Reconfigurable Arrays (CGRAs) over a Network-on-Chip
(NoC). The CGRAs connected to the NoC nodes are of
application-specific sizes except the central node of the NoC
which contains a Reduced Instruction-Set Computing (RISC)
core. The RISC core is responsible for controlling the overall
processing. In addition to control tasks for CGRAs, the RISC
can perform general-purpose processing.

The general-purpose CGRA have a proven track-record of
executing many computationally-intensive and data parallel
applications. They consume an area of a few million gates,
for example BUTTER [6], Morphosys [7], ADRES [8] and
PACT-XPP [9]. In HARP design, we have used template-
based CGRAs where each and every resource is instantiated
tailored to the requirements of the target application. The
overall design of HARP is also template-based, for example
if a node on the network is not required then the user has an
option not to instantiate it.

In recent past, processor architectures tightly coupled
CGRAs with a RISC processor first by using a Direct Memory
Access (DMA) device [10] and then by integrating the CGRA
in the datapath of RISC core [12]. Special instructions were
introduced by extending the instruction set of the RISC core to
support CGRA operations. Tight coupling has an advantage as
RISC and the CGRA has a close cooperation that allows faster
communication protocols and data transfers. The disadvantage
is, as the CGRA acts as a functional unit of the RISC core,
therefore it can not be addressed by other cores in the system.
The loosely coupled accelerators can be shared among many
cores on the system, the drawback is the slow data transfer
between the cores over the NoC but this overhead can be
reduced if the data is transmitted to all nodes simultaneously.

This paper demonstrates the benefits of HARP’s loosely
coupled accelerator-rich design through a case study with
seven accelerators placed around the central RISC core. The
main contributions in HARP are as follows.

1) Integrate many CGRAs over an NoC so they are loosely
coupled with each other and with the RISC core.

2) Each CGRA can address other CGRAs and the RISC



core.
3) The RISC processor can supervise the overall control

and processing.
4) Simultaneous execution of multiple kernels indepen-

dently on different CGRAs.

In HARP, a few nodes perform Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) while others perform complex and real Matrix-Vector
Multiplication (MVM). We have used these algorithms for the
proof-of-concept and for testing the architectural functionality
of the design.

In the next section, we will discuss some of the existing plat-
foms. Section III explains the architectural and programming
features of HARP. In Section IV, implementation of kernels
on HARP is presented and in Section V, we will discuss the
experimental results based on different performance metrics.
In Section VI, we perform comparison with the other state-of-
the-art platforms. Conclusions are presented in the last section.

II. EXISTING PLATFORMS

The application-specific heterogeneous accelerator systems
are designed to accelerate many specific algorithms. In HARP,
for specific algorithms, we have used specifically tailored
accelerators to application’s specific needs. In addition to
HARP, a system is presented in [3] which is composed of
heterogeneous cores motivated to match the hardware granu-
larity with application granularity.

NineSilica [4] is a general-purpose homogeneous multicore
system, composed of the same processing cores connected
with each other over a NoC. It is a network of nine RISC
cores connected in 3 × 3 mesh topology. NineSilica requires
10.3 µs to compute a 64-point FFT.

Another MPSoC is presented in [13] composed of three
application-specific Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA)
based processors that are communicating with each other using
a shared memory. The TTA-MPSoC platform performs LTE
baseband processing kernels including carrier frequency syn-
chronization, demodulation, channel estimation and symbol
detection. The system has a total dynamic power consumption
of 105.04 mW at 200 MHz using a 130 nm technology.

In [14], a Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD)
platform is presented by integrating several general-purpose
microprocessors (µPs). The µPs can be assisted by additional
accelerators called Processing Units (PUs). The µPs and PUs
exchange data and messages using two separate networks. The
system is synthesized on an FPGA providing a 19.2 Giga
Operations per Second (GOPS) performance.

A DSP processor called DREAM which is based on dynam-
ically reconfigurable datapath in presented in [15]. It delivers a
0.2 GOPS/mW performance using a 90nm CMOS technology.
DREAM is suitable for integration in complex heterogeneous
multicore platforms.

In [16], a platform named P2012 is presented that consists
of four 16-processor clusters connected via a NoC. The pro-
cessors are locally synchronous and globally asynchronous and
perform image processing related algorithms. The platform

promises to deliver 80 GOPS/2W performance using a 28nm
technology.

MORPHEUS [17] is the most recently published heteroge-
neous multiple accelerator platform consisting of a fine-grain
device called FlexEOS, a mid-grain reconfigurable datapath
DREAM and a CGRA called XPP-III. The MORPHEUS chip
is implemented using 90nm CMOS technology, dissipates an
average dynamic power of 700 mW and delivers a performance
of 20 GOPS/W.

In comparison to all of these existing platforms, we have
been able to integrate more accelerators and to maximize
the number of processing elements on our platform, therefore
delivering a high computational power.

III. HARP ARCHITECTURE

The HARP is described textually as parameterized VHDL.
It consists of nine nodes connected with each other in a
3×3 mesh topology using a NoC [18]. Each node except
the central node contains a CGRA, a data memory, a DMA
device with master and slave interface. The master interface
of the DMA sends data/control information to the network.
It can also request access to the node’s slave device (data
memory) for read/write operation. The slave interface of the
DMA receives information from the network which in return
activates the DMA master. The central node contains an
instruction memory, a data memory and a RISC core called
COFFEE [11]. The overall processing is supervised by the
RISC processor acting as master to the network. The RISC
core transfers the data from its data memory to the data
memory of the slave nodes. It also establishes synchroniza-
tion between the nodes by broadcasting control information
and receiving acknowledgments. The slave side of the DMA
receives control information and passes it to the CGRA control
unit for cycle accurate processing. Once the CGRA completes
the processing, the DMA sends the acknowledgment to the
central node.

The top level block diagram for HARP is shown in Fig.
1 where each CGRA is of different size. The CGRAs in
the nodes of HARP act as FFT, complex and real MVM
accelerators. The details related to these accelerators are not
the subject of this article, however Section III-A briefly
discusses these accelerators. These accelerators were generated
from AVATAR, CREMA and SCREMA CGRAs. The design,
functionality and performance related to these accelerators can
be found in [21], [10], [19], [20] and [5]. Table I shows the
types of CGRA connected to each node of HARP, the size
in terms of the number of rows and columns of PEs and the
kernel accelerated using that CGRA.

As HARP is a template-based architecture, the user can con-
nect CGRA of a specific dimension based on the application
requirements to any of the nodes of HARP. The architecture
allows a CGRA not to be instantiated if it is not required for
a node, for example the CGRA for Node 7 in Fig. 1 is not
instantiated to demonstrate this feature. Such specifications are
parameterized by the user in the definition VHDL package file
of the design.
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Fig. 1: Heterogeneous Accelerator-Rich Platform. LM and PE stand for Local Memory and Processing Element, respectively.

Node PEs CGRA Type Kernel
radix-4

N0 8×9 CREMA 64-point FFT
complex MVM

N1 4×8 CREMA 64th-order
radix-(2, 4)

N2 4×16 AVATAR 128-point FFT
N3 4×4
N5 4×8 SCREMA real MVM
N6 4×16 64th-order
N8 4×32

TABLE I: Sizes in terms of the number of PEs in order
of rows×columns for different CGRAs connected to HARP
nodes, and the kernels accelerated on them, respectively.

A. Coarse Grain Reconfigurable Arrays

The CGRAs used to build HARP have the same features
except their sizes vary from one another due to scaling
required for different applications. We use the common term
’CGRA’ for all instances of CREMA, SCREMA and AVATAR.
CREMA is a 4×8 Processing Element (PE) CGRA which
is scalable only by increasing the number of rows of PEs.
AVATAR is a scaled-up version of CREMA with a size of
4×16 PEs. SCREMA is a scalable version of CREMA which
can be instantiated to 4, 8, 16 and 32 number of PE columns.
The scaling and choice for each CGRA is made by the user
based on the target application’s computational requirements.
The PE is the unit of computational structure for the CGRA
which can do arithmetic and logic operations. The arithmetic
operations can be performed both in 32-bit integer and IEEE-
754 floating-point format. Each PE has two inputs (a, b) and
two outputs (A, B). The operands to be processed arrive at
inputs a and b. The input b is registered to output B for data

reuse while the result from the arithmetic or logic operation
inside each PE is registered to output A. The PEs can exchange
data with the neighboring PEs in point-to-point fashion using
local interconnections. The global interconnections are used
to exchange data with PEs located at outermost PE column
or directly from the local memory of the CGRA. The local
and global interconnections among PEs are shown in Fig. 2.
The CGRAs used in HARP are template-based devices as only
those computational resources are generated in a PE which are
required for a particular application. The connections between
the PEs are dynamically configurable. This configurability is
achieved with the help of multiplexers and the size of the
multiplexer to be instantiated is also based on the application’s
data routing requirements. It also applies to the size of the
configuration memories which are inside each PE, the address
space, width of different address and data buses. The definition
of a CGRA for a particular application is set using a Graphical
User Interface (GUI) tool where each and every connection
between different PEs and also the operation to be performed
by each PE are set manually. A pattern of interconnections
and operations to be performed by PEs at a particular clock
cycle is called a context. The user designs different contexts
for an application and the GUI tool generates the correspond-
ing configuration stream. The configuration stream from the
data memory is loaded by the DMA into the configuration
memories of the CGRA during the system start-up time.

The CGRA is equipped with two local data memories of
size based on the amount of data to be processed. In order
to provide maximum bandwidth, the number of banks in the
local data memory has to be equal to the total number of inputs
of all PEs in the row of a CGRA. The data to be processed
is loaded from the data memory of the respective node by
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Fig. 2: Types of Interconnections between PEs. The target PE is shown in black as reference destination for connections.

the DMA device into one of these local memories. Once the
DMA passes the control words from the RISC processor to
the CGRA’s control unit, the execution starts and data from
one local memory flows through the PE array and results are
stored in the other local memory. Based on the requirements of
the application, the direction of data flow can be reversed and
this process continues till the final results are achieved. Fig. 1
also shows the local memories associated to each CGRA.

B. Network, Nodes and Synchronization

The central node of the network containing the RISC
processor acts as master and rest of the nodes act as slaves.
Fig. 3 shows detailed view of both the master and the slave
node. At the system start-up time, the RISC processor starts
the data transfer from its data memory to the data memories of
the other nodes. The data transfer includes the configuration
streams and initial data which remains fixed throughout the
processing. For example, in case of FFT and MVM, it sends
twiddle factors and the matrix to the respective nodes as initial
data. After the system start-up, it sends the vectors to all the
nodes for processing.

The data transfer over the NoC is in form of packet
transmission. The destination node receives the data packet
when it arrives at its initiator. The initiator then sends it to
the request switch. The request switch in return selects the
target slave device. It can be data memory or the DMA slave.
A node’s master can also contact the request switch, which
allows access to one of its local slave devices. This is required
when the RISC needs to read or write data to the instruction

RISC|DMA Master Initiator

Request Switch Response SwitchArbiter

Data Memory

Instruction Memory|DMA Slave

Target

From NoC

To NoC

Fig. 3: A detailed view of master and slave node of HARP.

or data memory. In case of slave nodes, the DMA master may
need to read data from data memory. If a node wants to transfer
a data packet to the NoC, its master contacts the request switch
which establishes connection to the target module of the node.
The data packet is then delivered to the network. The routing
information routes the packet to the destination node where
it requests access to a slave device. In the master node, the
master device is RISC core while in slave nodes, the master
is DMA which is tightly integrated with the CGRA. Further
details about NoC can be found in [18].

The RISC core has a shared space in its data memory which
can only be read by the RISC core while the other nodes can



only write on it. This shared space is used for synchronization
between two different nodes. The transfer between the data
memories of nodes does not require any synchronization.
However, the data transfer within a node is not packet-
switched and needs synchronization as one data transfer has
to complete before the next one starts. The synchronization is
established such that at first the RISC sets its shared memory
location corresponding to the destination node and sends a
control packet for the DMA. Once the packet arrives at the
destination node, it requests DMA slave and passes the control
information. In return the DMA’s master activates and starts
the data transfer between the node’s data memory to one of
the local data memories of the CGRA. On the completion of
the transfer, the DMA’s master sends acknowledgment over
the network, routed to the central node and targeted to its
corresponding shared memory location which was set by the
RISC core. As long as the acknowledgment is not written, the
RISC does not send any other packet for the same Node’s
DMA.

The transfer of data can also be established between slave
nodes. The results located in one of the local memories of
CGRA can be transferred to the other node’s data memory for
further processing. This can be explained with the help of an
example. Consider Node-0 (N0) needs to transfer data from
one of its CGRA’s local data memory to Node-1’s (N1) data
memory. Synchronization is established by the RISC core as
it sets its own shared memory’s location corresponding to N1
and then targets the DMA of N0. The Node-0’s DMA starts
transferring the data from one of the local memories of CGRA
to N1’s data memory and once the transfer is complete, it
sends acknowledgment to the RISC shared memory’s location
corresponding to N1. The RISC does not target the DMA of
N0 as long as it is busy and also does not write to the data
memory of node N1.

IV. APPLICATION MAPPING

The application mapping on HARP demonstrates and tests
its design capabilities and functionality. The kernels mapped
for each CGRA can be seen from Table I. A key design
objective was to achieve loose coupling among the cores, so
they can address each other. The mapping demonstrate that
the slave nodes can exchange data with each other.

After the system start-up time, the Node-4 transports the
vector to be processed to Node-0 where a 64-point, radix-
4 FFT is computed. In the second step, the results of FFT
computation are transported from the local data memory of the
CGRA to the data memory of Node-1 by the DMA device.
Node-1 then computes a 64th-order complex MVM on the
results from Node-0. Once the results are computed, the DMA
of Node-1 transports the results from the local data memory of
the CGRA to the data memory of Node-4. In this way, we are
able to demonstrate that Node-4 has the overall supervisory
control and the results of computation can be exchanged
between the slave nodes before the final results are transported
back to the master node. Node-2 is executing 128-point, radix-
(2, 4) FFT independently and does not interact with other slave

nodes. However, its execution is supervised by Node-4’s RISC
processor.

In order to demonstrate the simultaneous execution by the
nodes of HARP, we employ integer MVM accelerators of
different sizes for Node-3, Node-5, Node-6 and Node-8. Table
I shows the sizes and types of the CGRAs used to generate ac-
celerators for nodes. All of the CGRA’s are performing 32nd-
order MVM with a relative performance increase as the size of
the CGRA increases. The 32nd-order matrix and vector to be
processed is transported to all of the CGRAs simultaneously
from the data memory of Node-4. Once the data is transported,
Node-4 broadcasts the control words for the slave nodes. The
slave nodes then start processing and send acknowledgments
to Node-4 after the processing is complete. Table II shows
clock cycles required for data transfers and processing by each
CGRA. In the table, there are two categories of data transfers;
the first one is about the data transfer from the data memory
of Node-4 to the data memory of the slave node. The second
is about the data transfer from the data memory of slave node
to one of the local memories of the CGRA. This division is
beneficial to enable the data transfers into pipeline steps to
speed up the execution.

Node-to D. Mem to D. Mem Trans. Exe.
-Node D. Mem to CGRA Total Total
N4-N0 1017 659 1676 420
N0-N1 1036 446* 1482 457
N1-N4 - 448* - -
N4-N2 2042 1033 3075 571
N4-N3 728
N4-N5 609
N4-N6 75622 - 75622 340
N4-N8 211

TABLE II: Clock cycles required for different stages of data
transfer and processing. In the table, D. Mem, Trans. and Exe.
stand for Data Memory, Transfer and Execution, respectively.
Clock cycles with * sign represent data transfer from CGRA
to Node’s data memory.

ALMs 78,845 / 158,500 50%
Registers 64436 -

Memory Bits 21,000,928 / 38,912,000 54%
DSP 236 / 256 92%

TABLE III: Resource Utilization Summary for Stratix-V
FPGA Device (5SGXEA4H1F35C1).

V. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

HARP is synthesized on Stratix-V FPGA device for proto-
typing purposes. The overall design works on a single clock
and after placement and routing, its frequency is found to be
133.08 MHz at 0°C and 117.94 MHz at 85°C for a slow timing
model. The fast timing model shows 179.66 MHz at 0°C and
162.76 MHz at 85°C.

Considering an ambient temperature of 25°C and the Clock
Cycles (CC) presented in Table II, we operate our design
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Fig. 4: The activation time for each kernel on a CGRA node with respect to the overall execution time frame.

Accelerator 32-bit
Node Type Multipliers DSPs

Node-0 Radix-4 FFT 12 24
Node-1 Complex MVM 12 24
Node-2 Radix-(2, 4) FFT 28 56
Node-3 Real MVM 4 8
Node-4 RISC Core 6 12
Node-5 Real MVM 8 16
Node-6 Real MVM 16 32
Node-7 - - -
Node-8 Real MVM 32 64
Total - 118 236

TABLE IV: Node-by-node break-down of DSP resources for
the overall design.

Node Algorithm Dynamic Active Dynamic
CGRA Size (Type) Power Time Energy
Other HW (mW) (µs) (µJ)

N0 Radix-4 FFT
8×9 PE (64-point) 12.98 3523.3 45.7

N1 Complex MVM
4×8 PE (64-Order) 11.54 2270.2 26.2

N2 Radix-(2, 4) FFT
4×16 PE (128-point) 21.21 2458.6 52.1

N3 Real MVM
4×4 PE (32nd Order) 6.16 7631.7 47.0

N4 General Flow
RISC Control 5.72 13382.4 76.5

N5 Real MVM
4×8 PE (32nd Order) 9.96 5752.7 57.3

N6 Real MVM
4×16 PE (32nd Order) 17.57 3832.1 67.3

N7 - 0.03 - -
N8 Real MVM

4×32 PE (32nd Order) 32.64 1896.7 61.9
NoC - 0.67 13382.4 8.97

Integration
Logic - 31.54 - -
Total - 150.02 - 442.97

TABLE V: Dynamic Energy Estimation for each CGRA Node
and the NoC.

at a frequency of 100 MHz. At these operating conditions,
the execution time required by Node-0 for 64-point FFT
processing is 420 CC×1/(100.0 MHz) = 4.2 µs. Similarly
Node-2 processes 128-point FFT in 571 CC×1/(100.0 MHz)
= 5.71 µs.

Table III shows the resource utilization summary for the

same FPGA device. The design is consuming almost 50% of
device resources. The total number of 18-bit DSPs resources
utilized is 236 (92%). For each 32-bit multiplier instantiated in
a PE, two 18-bit DSP elements are required on an FPGA. The
break-down of the number of 32-bit multipliers instantiated
in each node of design is given in Table IV. The reason for
instantiating a specific number of multipliers for each CGRA
generated accelerator can be found in [21], [19], [5] and [20].

The power dissipation estimates are also generated at an
ambient temperature of 25°C and at an operating frequency
of 100.0 MHz. The estimates were achieved by simulating the
gate-level netlist of the design for an execution time frame of
14,000 µs. The estimation tool Quartus II PowerPlay Power
Analyzer calculates the dynamic, static and I/O thermal power
dissipation equal to 150.02 mW, 1088.72 mW and 18.41 mW
respectively, a total of 1257.15 mW while observing a HIGH
confidence metric in the user-provided signal toggle-rate data.

The bar chart in Fig. 4 shows the kernel activation time
window in comparison to the overall simulated time frame.
The chart shows three independent test schemes applied on
HARP. The first one activates only Node-0 and Node-1. The
Node-0 performs a 64-point FFT and transfers the results to
Node-1, meanwhile Node-1 completes its configuration to per-
form complex MVM processing. As soon as Node-1 completes
processing, it transfers the results back to the data memory
of Node-4. The second test scheme is to demonstrate the
independent execution feature of the platform. In this regard,
Node-2 performs 128-point FFT independent of the computa-
tional activity of the other nodes. The third test case features
the simultaneous execution of multiple kernels by HARP as
Node-3, Node-5, Node-6 and Node-8 perform 32nd-order real
MVM and complete their jobs almost simultaneously. In the
chart, the large inactive times contribute only to increase in
static power estimate but are required for this proof-of-concept
testing. However, using power management techniques, e.g.,
clock and power gating, the estimated 1088.72 mW static
power dissipation can be brought down significantly.

Table V shows the dynamic power dissipation and energy
consumption for each node of the system. It can be observed
that the dynamic power dissipation increases as the size of
the CGRA increases. However, CGRAs are scaled based on
application’s execution-time constraints, a large scale CGRA
offers more parallelism and performs faster execution of ker-



Platform / Performance Platform’s HARP’s
Technology Metric Value Value Gain

NineSilica [4] / FFT Exe.
FPGA 40 nm Time 10.3µs 4.2µ 2.5X

TTA-MPSoC / [13] dyn.pwr/freq
CMOS 130 nm (mW/MHz) 0.52 1.5 0.34X

[14] /
FPGA 90 nm GOPS 19.2 40.8 2.0X

DREAM / [15]
CMOS 90 nm GOPS/mW 0.2 0.032 0.16X
P2012 / [16]

CMOS 90 nm GOPS/mW 0.04 0.032 0.8X
MORPHEUS / [17]

CMOS 90 nm GOPS/mW 0.02 0.032 1.6X

TABLE VI: Comparisons based on different performance met-
rics with HARP implementation at 100 MHz on 28 nm FPGA.
Exe, dyn.pwr, freq stand for Execution, Dynamic Power and
Frequency, respectively.

nels and vice-versa. Table V also shows that the CGRAs in the
system are custom tailored to the execution-time requirements
of algorithms and therefore have a constraint-specific dynamic
power dissipation. The dynamic energy consumption depends
on the active time of the CGRA. The active time includes both
the data transfer and processing time required by the CGRA
node.

The current instance of the system offers 408 PEs. Consid-
ering the operating frequency of 100.0 MHz and total power
dissipation of 1257.15 mW, HARP can deliver a performance
of 0.032 GOPS/mW.

VI. COMPARISONS AND EVALUATION

The homogeneous MPSoC [4], requires 10.3 µs to compute
a 64-point radix-4 FFT. In comparison, our design can com-
pute the same task in 4.2 µs using only a single node. The
homogeneous MPSoC requires 71,679 ALUTs on Stratix-IV
device. The overall design of HARP requires 78,845 ALM on
Stratix-V device, where an ALM on Stratix-V device is equal
to two ALUTs on Stratix-IV device. It shows that HARP can
provide a 2.5X speed-up at the cost 2X logic resources in
comparison to homogeneous MPSoC.

The platforms in comparison with HARP were synthesized
for both ASIC and FPGA as shown in Table VI. Based on the
values of different performance metrics related to the platforms
presented in Section II, we establish comparisons with HARP
while considering the fact that cross-technology comparisons
are not always accurate. Considering TTA-MPSoC with only
three processors synthesized for ASIC and tailored for specific
applications in comparison to our accelerator-rich architecture
HARP, we expect to achieve better performance in terms
of mW/MHz if HARP is also synthesized for ASIC. We
achieved 2.0X more GOPS and nearly an equal performance in
units of GOPS/mW while comparing to MIMD approach and
P2012 platform, respectively. In comparison to MORPHEUS,
a large heterogeneous platform with multiple accelerators,
HARP performs 1.6X more in terms of GOPS/mW.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present the design of a multiple Het-
erogeneous Accelerator-Rich Platform (HARP) and mapped
different computationally-intensive kernels to verify its func-
tionality and design features. HARP is designed by integrating
many Coarse Grain Reconfigurable Arrays over a Network-on-
Chip (NoC) while only the central node of the NoC contains
a Reduced Instruction-Set Computing processor.

HARP is prototyped for a Field Programmable Gate Array
device at an operating frequency of 100.0 MHz at 25°C. It
showed a speed-up of 2.5X for 64-point FFT processing at
the cost of 2X additional logic resources in comparison to
a general-purpose homogeneous multi-processor system-on-
chip.

HARP is also compared to heterogeneous systems, includ-
ing a platform with several microprocessors (MIMD Ap-
proach), four 16-processor cluster connected via a NoC called
P2012 and MORPHEUS which is a large heterogeneous plat-
form with many accelerators. It is found that HARP performs
2.0X in Giga Operations per Second (GOPS) in comparison to
MIMD Approach, 0.8X of P2012 and 1.6X of MORPHEUS
in terms of GOPS/mW, respectively.

The implementation results and comparisons demonstrate
the advantages of maximizing the number of processing el-
ements on a platform while developing an accelerator-rich
loosely coupled heterogeneous architecture.
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